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Blanca Villanueva 
Our communities face racism, poverty, homelessness, hunger and criminalization. We 
know that these communities - as soon as we say their names - we know that they are 
black and brown communities. We know that they are low income, and they have 
struggles in schools. I grew up in Brentwood and graduated in its public schools. Even 
though I graduated years ago, I am still very involved because I have siblings who are 
still attending the school district. It is a fact that students who are going - that there is a 
spending gap of over about $10,000 per pupil between the top ten richest school 
districts and the top ten poorest school districts. All that means is fewer programs, 
services, staff in our schools. It is a fact that children whose families live in poverty have 
fewer enrichment opportunities than middle and upper-income families. It is also a fact 
that parents are increasingly using personal resources to supplement their children's 
opportunities to learning and development, because they can’t get it in their schools. As 
a result there is an achievement gap in the education system. Students who live in 
poverty usually go to overcrowded, underfunded schools because their districts cannot 
raise as much in tax revenues, even though they have higher property rates sometimes.  
 
So those are facts, but let me mention what I see everyday. My sister is a smart girl. I 
think every parent says that about their child, but I’m very proud of her. She has gone 
above and beyond to look for opportunities for herself in her school, because she knows 
that she cannot receive it within the school walls. This is not something that she is just 
facing but also her classmates. So this year she looked for an internship program in 
Brookhaven. And she was able to get it, and luckily this is an opportunity for her 
because she is all about her science classes. But what happened? It’s not just a 
commitment for her, but also myself as her guardian. Why? Because every day I had to 
drive her there and pick her up; every day it was a commitment. But what happens to 
the students who are brighter than she is or just as committed whose parents work two 
jobs? What about those parents who do not have a car? What about those students 
who live all the way in Hempstead and don’t have transportation to get to Brookhaven? 
And this is unfair because those opportunities are not being provided.  
 
In her school, over 200 teachers, social workers and guidance counselors have been 
cut since 2008.  And I know that the district is working hard to try to hire some staff but 
they have to make the choice between services, programs and staff members. They are 
drastically in need of social workers, and they can’t afford to get them.  
 



Because there is no school funding, no transportation or commitments a lot of our 
children are missing out on opportunities. Our children are going to school without 
knowing where their next meal is coming from or where they will sleep at night, or if their 
parents will be home when they get there because of ICE raids. The federal government 
is calling them failures, but how can we call them failures when we are not investing in 
our children and giving them the resources they need to succeed?  
 
And that is why the Alliance for Quality Education is working on a campaign to have the 
state pay out the 4 billion dollars that has been owed since 2006 from the Campaign for 
Fiscal Equity. That means more staff, more programs, more teachers for our schools. 
We are also working with coalition partners to stop the Trump and Devos agenda with 
the 9 billion dollar cuts for our education system. Our children are going to school for 
eight hours a day, sometimes more, and we know that they are coming into the school 
with extra baggage when there are living in communities of color, or living in 
communities that are facing poverty and we need to address those baggages. We can’t 
just expect them to succeed in school if we are not providing them with those resources. 
And that is why we are advocating for community schools in these low-income areas. 
We need elected officials to prioritize our students, and we need parents to put pressure 
on our elected officials. Our students need to be a priority and they need to be invested 
in. Thank you very much for your time.  
 
Anita Halasz 
Thank you, Blanca. Congrats to your sister for the internship, congrats to you for her 
accomplishments, because I’m sure that speaks a lot to your guardianship over her. My 
question is, if I could just get you to elaborate a little bit more on the transportation 
situation. So you had mentioned that you have to drive her every day. Is it because 
there is no access to public transit, or is it inability to afford another car, if you could just 
elaborate on that. I’m mostly asking that because I’m curious, do you guys live in 
Brentwood right now? 
 
Blanca Villanueva  
So yes she goes to school in Brentwood and the reason why we needed to provide 
transportation was because the district can’t afford to provide transportation for her. And 
on top of that, Brookhaven from Brentwood, which is in Suffolk County, is still 30-40 
minutes away and even when you get there you have to go through security. And 
because the district could not afford to provide transportation for one student, we as her 
guardians have to drive her. And I am fortunate enough to be able to have done that 
because we had to commit to taking her there at 9 a.m. and picking her up everyday at 
4 o’clock. But I do know there were students from Hempstead that were there, that 
would face difficulties if their parents couldn’t drive them. There were students that had 



to take the bus. So I can only imagine what time they had to get up to be able to take 
the bus and by getting out at 4, what time did they get home during their summer 
break? So it was a commitment for us, and I acknowledge the opportunity that we had 
and the privilege that she has, that we do have a car and I am able to take her and pick 
her up.  
 
Anita Halasz 
 
If she was able to take public transportation, do you have a sense of how long it might 
take her to get from Brentwood to Brookhaven? 
 
Blanca Villanueva 
I am sure it would take her over an hour, just because even just to Stonybrook it takes 
about 45 minutes. So it would probably be over an hour with some transfers. And she 
cannot drive herself because she is fifteen years old.  
 
Claire DeRoche 
Thank you very much for what you shared with us, Blanca. What hope is there that the 
state will pass the legislation and give the extra money - not extra, give the money - that 
is owed to these students and these districts?  
 
Blanca Villanueva 
So this money has been owed from a lawsuit since 2006. This will be the ten year 
anniversary on October 10. So the money is owed, it needs to be given, and it is also 
distributed based on need. So school districts that have more needs, for example, 
Wyandanch, Brentwood, Central Islip, will receive more funding than Half Hallow Hills or 
Garden City. I know that the State Assembly has for the last two years made a 
commitment not just to pay out the money but also to have a plan to pay out within three 
years or so. I know that it has been stopped and there has been push from the State 
Senate against that.  
 
Dick Koubek 
I read online that over the last ten years or so many school districts have phased out 
what is known as tracking, which would have honors and regents and non-regents and 
would try to make it a more equitable system. But we have school districts that track 
generations of kids into poverty. I know that you’ve done a great job through the 
Alliance for Quality Education of getting additional funding for districts like Wyandanch. 
Have you looked at the possibility of consolidating school districts, so that we can really 
get at the root causes of the tracking of racial and class segregation by consolidating 
Half-Hollow with Wyandanch for example?  



 
Blanca Villanueva 
I know that I have been present at some conversations that have been had around that. 
I think that there definitely needs to be continued conversations about that and have a 
developed plan for it. I think that it’s a few years away before that happens because of 
the state of our legislators and decisions that need to be made. Something that can be 
done now, though, is to fully fund our schools and provide extra programs for those who 
need it the most.  
 
Commissioner question: 
What would help to release that money? 
 
Blanca Villanueva 
So you can call your legislator, you can join our education advocacy days. The Alliance 
for Quality Education works with our coalition partners New York Communities for 
Change, Make the Road New York.  Let’s join our voices together to make sure that our 
state legislators know that they need to stop perpetuating systemic racism in our public 
schools by underfunding our public schools.  
 
Alisa Drinkwater 
Hi, my name is Alisa Drinkwater and I work for Long Island Housing Services in 
Bohemia. I am a landlord tenant counselor, as well as a resource specialist. I also 
screen for housing discrimination. Our mission is the elimination of unlawful housing 
discrimination and promotion of decent and affordable housing through advocacy and 
education.  
 
I am seeing people unnecessarily being placed in shelters, often separating families, 
due to out of date guidelines that need to be overhauled and revamped. Having to wait 
for 72 hours of eviction from the sheriff, and then asking the Department of Social 
Service to store their whole life’s belongings for them, then being placed in a local 
shelter is only contributing to the poverty stricken client’s life. Shelters have been using 
their own in-house food program and then cutting the SNAP food stamps from the 
clients. Diet restriction is not being followed, people that work that have income have to 
pay a large portion of their income to stay in these shelters, causing them to be shuffled 
from place to place, or never getting them out of the shelter system.  
 
The system is broken, and we need more than a Band-Aid to repair it. Transportation is 
a systemic injustice for Long Island. There is no way to get around without a car 
because there are not many bus lines or trains within walking distance. If you cannot get 
to work, you cannot bring in an income. Without an income, you have no place to call 



home. It takes too much time and red tape to get benefits from the Department of Social 
Services, and they often turn people away without even giving them a chance to sit 
down with a counselor. They just tell them that they are not qualified, they should not 
bother to apply. On Long Island, you are required to get a denial letter from the 
Department of Social Service to make yourself eligible for other possible assistance. 
Department of Social Service will give you tokens to get there; they are not centrally 
located. I have had clients with their suitcases taking buses and walking over highways 
to get to the Department of Social Services.  
 
The same property owners are buying entire complexes on Long Island then the raise 
the rent by over $200 a month, forcing lower income people to become homeless. This 
is growing rapidly on Long Island, with mostly the same property owners being allowed 
to take over the buildings. The government needs to re-write the guidelines for 
emergency housing, public assistance, and add a real workforce program where you 
learn the skill and then get a paid job.  
 
There should be a one year free pass without the loss of benefits if a person is working 
that gives them time to get their life together. The current workforce that is run by the 
Department of Social Service does not work. It makes you work for free to work off the 
benefits they pay you. This leaves you no time to get a paid job, since many single 
parents have no transportation. Spending three hours in the rain and snow to get a 
community service job just weakens the system. If you are a full time college student 
and are not a dependent any more, medical and SNAP should be available as long as 
you hold a certain GPA each semester. After you graduate and are working for one 
year, a reasonable one-time payment to the Department of Social Service can be given 
for the use of benefits.  
 
There are no efforts to change anything in government. These issues have not been 
addressed by the use of campaigns nor any initiatives have been addressed for Long 
Island. I am not sure that the public can voice themselves enough to make the 
government look at the housing disaster on Long Island and care enough to make them 
make the needed changes. I hope that in tonight’s discussion my voice has been heard, 
and since I do not have a client coming right after me, and I have two minutes left, I will 
read you something.  
 
“Reality has never betrayed me. My eyes close and I breathe a deep breath before I 
pick up the telephone. I listen to the voices on the other end, while writing down the 
cries and pleas for help. Each call sounds the same but yet very different. I sometimes 
imagine what their face looks like. Often my eyes swell with tears. Emotions flow 



through me; frustration and anger. Why would you only eat one meal a day? Or sleep in 
your car? Or have no place to stay?  
A single, a veteran, a single mom or two, all colors, all races, it could be me, too.  
I put the calls in order and start to call each one,  
Some pick up for me quickly, others are on the run.  
I listen to their story and document them well, give them the needed info and hope that I 
am done.  
They need rent money, housing and even a warm bed.  
I wish I had a wand to wave to make true what was just said.  
Sometimes in the morning I wish it was not me  
that had to go to work that day. I sometimes feel so weak.  
Most recently in Manhattan, inside a moving car,  
while looking through the window, my eyes did not travel far.  
For two people standing in front of a store were laying down their bed  
with cardboard and pillows, when out popped a little head.  
It was a dog, it wasn’t blankets covered up inside.  
I shook my head and tears came down while thoughts just flooded my mind.  
Why should things be this way in 2016? How come no one seems to care? This country 
needs a fix.  
Where are all the people who promised to protect,  
where are all the humans that are supposed to connect? 
 I did not sleep much that night, my dreams were all the same;  
the family and the dog kept calling me. They even knew my name.  
I took a picture with my phone and printed it to see,  
I hung it up at my job, and now they are a part of me.  
For when I think I have it bad and want to run away,  
I just look at them and pick up the phone and pray that I know what to say.”  
 
Jonathan Landsman 
I am curious a little bit - unfortunately, I have been organizing with retail food workers 
and it seems all too common when workers are making such low wages that they wind 
up in shelters, and I have seen this scenario that you are talking about, where they 
require such a high percentage of their income that they can’t they pay it and 
consequently wind up homeless. I’m curious if you could talk about those shelters a little 
bit because I don’t have a good understanding if they are private or for-profit.  
 
Alisa Drinkwater 
I do go to the shelters, we went to one that is actually in Commack through CHI, I 
believe. It is next door to the Girl Scouts. I went in with a lady of mine who is bilingual 
and usually when I go to these events she translates if needed. We try to go to the most 



poverty stricken areas. We sat down with people, we did a landlord tenant training and 
after we were approached by a young man with a learning disability and his mother, 
who also has a disability who are in the shelter. And at the end they told us that they 
started bringing in their own food place and they were forced to eat this food and she 
has severe medical problems. I mean high blood pressure and sugar and a list of things 
that they know about. And the food they told me, how should I say it, goulash. Junk. 
Things that they don’t eat, and they are forced to eat it and they cut their food stamps 
because of it.  
 
Also, just so that the people behind me know this, a shelter for one month through the 
Department of Social Service is $3,000. I have two clients that could not come tonight, 
and they separated them, a husband and wife and were paying $6,000. Put him in a 
man shelter, put her in a women's shelter, when she did have medical backup, to be put 
in the same thing. Last night she was moved from Amityville all the way out to Yaphank 
in the middle of the woods, so now she can’t leave because they have no car and she 
couldn’t get here tonight. So she calls it a conspiracy; I might have to agree. The 
shelters are poorly run. We do housing, testing housing - that’s what we do, we test for 
housing discrimination. I think that someone should test the shelters. I think the people 
need to go speak to the people in the shelter and see their living conditions. They are 
confined without so many privileges and living among so many people that should 
probably not be mixed together, let alone the woman is probably not taking her 
medication correctly, either.  
 
Paule Pachter 
You said that they cut their food stamps. Who is they and how do they cut them? 
 
Alisa Drinkwater 
The agencies, somehow they contracted with a food corporation that comes in and 
brings meals that everybody eats, and because the Department of Social Services asks 
on your application, do you share meals with someone. Once you say yes, that lowers 
your benefits.  So I don’t know where they are getting the food place from or how they 
get away with doing this, but I think that that should be up to the people live in the 
shelter. I think that they have a right to get their own food and if they say, oh well they 
don’t have transportation - well some people there do, and there’s Pea Pod delivery, 
which means you can get things delivered to you. So I’m sure that if there is 40-50 
people in a shelter, that the supermarket can make an arrangement to get a set price to 
get their food there.  
 
It’s not right at all, and I don’t know how this even happens. I don’t how the DSS has the 
right to put people in a shelter who are behind in their rent $1,000 and then pay $3,000 



a month and then separate people, families. Not only that, I had a client a while ago that 
had an 18 year old son with a learning disability that got sent by bus to school. They 
wanted to put her in a hotel, separate from the son. She called her agency, terribly 
upset crying that she’s the caregiver, and I said they cannot do that. And I advised her 
what to do, and I said if there’s any problem when you go back to DSS with your 
documentation, you give them my number and my extension even though we do have 
legal services out there to help, they were going to put her in right away and she 
couldn’t be without him, he couldn’t be without her. That was solved, but I can’t be 
everywhere. Our agency is underfunded, I am overworked, I am overstressed, I have 
high blood pressure, I work more than my hours without getting paid because I sleep 
this, I eat this, and I really don’t want to die from this.  
 
I have letters in my file of thank yous, I have a man 88 years old in Nassau county. He’s 
going to get evicted any day now his wife died, lost half an income, it’s a private home, 
he’s going to get evicted. It’s a private home, they can do whatever they want, he can’t 
keep up with the rent. He gets $8,000 a year. Where am I finding him a place for $8,000 
a year? He’s 80 something years old - he’s 86. It’s just not right and one last thing. 
Department of Social Service, if you’re one person, they give you $309 for a room rental 
in Suffolk, $310 for Nassau. I want to know, stand up if you have a room for rent or a 
house for rent for $309 dollars. That money has not changed, since I have been working 
at this agency for six years.  
 
It is terribly upsetting and it’s wrong morally, in every single way, and I don’t know how 
to change it because I come to these things, and I ask over and over. Politicians they 
pass the buck - the people in the back, that means they give me their constituents, their 
people that come in. I’m the one that’s getting all this. I’m not an attorney, there’s only 
so much that I can do, and as I said before our agency gets most of its money - we’re a 
HUD-funded agency - for mortgage and foreclosures. Landlord-tenant is really not 
recognized as far as funding. And I know Elaine Gross and she knows that also, that 
they don’t recognize it. But I know that there are more renters than there are 
homeowners, and that’s the issue. I get over 200 phone calls a week. 200. I think the 
whole Long Island has called and it’s just overwhelming. So, not to take up any more 
time, I don’t know how you change it, because I don’t know who governs the 
Department of Social Service, but it’s so wrong in every way that you have to go there. 
All I ask one of you to go there, go in a suit, go in a pair of Dungarees. You could be 
purple, you could be green. They need training on how to be nice, because one day 
they could be on the other side, and when they call me I am very nice to them, but in the 
back of my mind, I really want to give them what they give my clients. And that’s every 
department of social service. Every single one of them and I bet that people here could 
stand up and agree with that. (Applause) 



 
Elaine Gross 
Thank you, that was really something. You said before, if I got it correctly, that the 
Department of Social Services pays more to the shelters than you have to pay to pay 
the person’s back rent. Do you know anything about the structure or what organization 
these shelters are - are they for profit, is there a relationship between them and the 
Department of Social Services? 
 
Alisa Drinkwater 
That is a very good question and I would love to know the answer, but I will say the 
reason they put you in a shelter is because you can’t pay it forward. So they’ll say to 
you if your rent is $1,000 we’ll pay it, but now you have to show us now going forward 
that you can pay it. So my client had lost a job. She couldn’t show it, and they forced her 
to move far away, when she knew eventually that she would have a job, but that’s not 
the way it works in the system. So even though it would have been a thousand or two 
thousand, unless you have the means to pay it forward they make you get a 72-hour 
notice. You can’t even go down there and say that you need something, they make you 
get a 72-hour notice. So what if you have $75, you have three days to find someplace, 
to pack up all your stuff, take the kids out of school. I don’t know about shelters if they 
are for-profit or non-profit and I don’t know what relationship they have if they even have 
one with the Department of Social Service.  
 
Paule Pachter 
It sounds like someone needs to look into that. 
 
Carmen Castro 
My name is Carmen, and I’m a client of the Long Island Housing Services, and I used to 
live in my RV. But where I’m at now, is not much better. I speak about homeless and 
housing discrimination. The reason why I ended up in my RV is because the 
Department of Social Services denied me any assistance. I’m disabled, and I have a 
disabled son. So rather than go through the trials and tribulations the Department of 
Social Services would rather put me through, I came through a back child support so I 
used the back child support that was owed to me and my son and I invested in an RV. 
And I lived in Hempstead, and I had to live in Hempstead because it was the only place 
that I was able to go. However, my issue is the HUD housing, Section 8, the issue is 
with Nassau County Housing. They’ve been my roadblock, they’ve put myself and my 
family in foreclosure houses. The next thing we know we are there for a year, and then 
we have to move because the house is up for sale and the owners have to come and 
claim their property.  
 



Right now, as I said, I was living in East Meadow for eight years. My son is disabled, 
has a learning disability so I would prefer my son to go to a decent school to get the 
proper education that he needs and the proper learning needs that his needs are met 
there. However, I did find a couple of places in East Meadow, but the housing 
authorities refused to put me, or refused to accommodate me with an increase of my 
cost of living. Why? I don’t know, but I’m disabled so I was entitled to a cost of living 
adjustment increase, and to this day I am not able to get it. So now I’m living in a home, 
apartment here, where I’m very well not welcomed. I’m discriminated. They don’t want 
any blacks there. It’s under investigation now - I’ve had a bomb threat, MAD’s have 
been thrown in my windows, at my door, we can’t go outside at night time here. I’ve 
complained several times to Section 8 housing, they’ve done nothing about it. They sent 
over an inspector to this place. This place has mice, it is infested with mice, the sink is 
leaking, and I’m just back to where I started again.  
 
As I stated I have bipolar disorder and I am also manic depressive, and through this 
whole situation here, this has not put me in so much of a safe stability, stable place 
where I can sleep, or where my son can sleep. So as I speak to everyone on this panel 
here, if everyone could feel my pain and could see and understand that there is a lot of 
housing discrimination.  
 
Prior to this I lived in Merrick, and part of the reason why I ended up in Massapequa 
was because Merrick doesn’t want black people there, so I was threatened there every 
day. The town inspector was coming to the house because I was living in an illegal 
basement, which I wasn’t aware the basement was illegal. So I was actually ran out of 
Merrick, literally, my son and I. And Massapequa, we were ran out of Massapequa also. 
So I’m here on this panel so that everyone can hear my pain and everyone could just 
look into and find out and see and just help find out the mismanagement of funds with 
Nassau County Housing and HUD. The landlord passed away, I was never informed of 
it, two years I lived in this house where HUD didn’t pay the rent. I paid my portion of the 
rent, but my caseworker didn’t pay the portion of the rent, so all I know is I faced a 72 
hour notice. Tell me how to move out, pack up my children, my property, all my 
belongings; I lived there for eight years. Guess what guys? I have nothing. I have 
complete nothing.  My children’s diplomas on my children’s elementary, daycare, 
everything, all of my sentimental values are gone. I have nothing. So this is for the 
fourth time, fourth time.  
 
So I’m here so that someone could hear. I have spoken to several, several authorities, 
officials, county executives. I’ve written letters; no responses, none at all. So I’m here, 
again, so someone could hear me out and just help us, help my family, help us.  
 



I participated in a first time home buyers program in ‘98 and I completed it, and then in 
2005 I completed the first time home buyers program with HUD. I don’t know what’s 
going on in that network, I don’t know what goes on there - I’m still at the same place; 
nowhere. I don’t know what with the first time home buyers. They’ve opened up an 
account for me so I can be able, I do have an income coming in, so I don’t know why 
am I still homeless. I don’t know why my family and I are still going through this here.  
 
If you guys go ride around through the neighborhoods and see zombie houses, there’s 
a lot of zombie houses out there. Why can’t the community, why can’t the government 
get together and fix these zombie houses up and make homes for the homeless? Why 
does everybody have to be in these shelters? The shelters are overcrowded. If you look 
at the zombie houses they can fix them right around, fix them up, the zombie houses, 
maybe the community and the whole nation that we are living in could be able to have 
housing. But it has to be looked into these zombie houses and these shelters, ‘cause I 
was afraid, petrified of going to the shelters and hearing the horror stories that’s going 
on in these shelters. So I was afraid. I was horrified, not to mention that they wanted to 
separate my 22 year old son, separate my family, put him in a man shelter and put my 
other son and I together. No. I need my sons. I need my boys with me that could help 
me throughout this whole situation here. ‘Cause I need backbone, I need strength. I 
need my children to help me and to carry me through these trials and tribulations that 
are put on myself and my family. Why? I don’t know. That’s my story.  
 
Rebecca Sanin 
It’s almost hard for me to respond because you completely pulled me to you. I want to 
thank you for your extraordinary bravery and being here tonight and telling your story 
and pointing out some really important systemic issues that this commission both needs 
to respond to and look into. Your story is one of such perseverance, and while you talk 
about the tribulations, your strength and power shines through in every word that you 
share. And truly you have my admiration, and I think that it’s so important to tell these 
stories and I honor you for being here to do exactly that. While looking into the systemic 
issues as something that we are charged with, I would just like to suggest to you before 
you leave at the back I have staff here from the Health and Welfare Council. I cannot 
address the systemic issues in five minutes but if there is anything that we can do to 
connect you to services through our network of nonprofits, I certainly want to do 
everything that I can to support you, and I admire who you are and I thank you for being 
here today.  
 
Elaine Gross 
Just very quickly, I don’t know that this will make you feel better, but unfortunately 
you’re not alone in terms of the number of people who are discriminated in housing. 



Long Island Housing Services knows that and we have had racism and lawsuits that 
fortunately have been successful, because people are still discriminated against. I 
would also just say to you again, that it might not make you feel better necessarily, but 
there are some groups - we are not one of them - but there are some groups that are 
trying to deal with the zombie houses. But it is a difficult task, and it takes time because 
of the tremendous number of people who were victimized through certain kinds of 
mortgages, etc., and then with it in 2008, with the crash, people haven’t recovered from 
that yet. And that’s why we have so many of those zombie houses. So it’s just, it’s not 
satisfactory. But I just wanted to make people here aware that there are some 
nonprofits trying to do this. But we know that people are falling through the cracks like 
you. So I apologize on behalf of all of us who care about this and who are doing the 
work in various ways, that are not able to make things right.  
 
Paule Pachter 
Carmen, thank you for your story. I have a couple of questions so that I can take the 
issue that you are bringing forward here tonight, because we need to move it further. 
The discrimination issue that you highlighted should come as no surprise to anybody in 
this room. As you heard from Dick Koubek in some of his remarks, here on Long Island 
this region is in the top 10 geographic areas in this country in relation to segregation. In 
terms of your Section 8 certificate, you mentioned that you have an income, and yet you 
qualify for Section 8 housing. Am I correct in saying that if you have a Section 8 
certificate, because you pay one-third of the rent, and Section 8 pays the other two-
thirds, that the responsibility is on yourself to find the apartment? And then you go back 
to the local housing department, you tell them that you found an apartment, it’s to your 
suitability and it goes in the process? 
 
 
 
 
Carmen Castro 
No we have a listing. Then on a website, they have the listing on, which is considered 
Section 8 housing, and you go on that listing and you find whatever housing suits your 
voucher. You do find it yourself but it’s off of their listings.  
 
Paule Pachter 
Am I wrong in thinking that most of the apartments that you found were within the town 
of Hempstead?  
 
Carmen Castro 



A majority of them are either in Hempstead or in the town of Hempstead, not where my 
son’s school in East Meadow is. I did find a place there, but they denied me the place 
that I found because they said it was too expensive, so they didn’t increase my cost of 
living expenses for me, they just referred me over to housing services, you know. But 
they didn’t accommodate me so we ended up in Massapequa. So my son has a 
learning disability, so I take him to East Meadow school district, where he has come a 
long way. My son comes from literally being illiterate to right now he’s like an A student. 
And he has come a long way so I refused to take my son and put him in different 
schools, which just confuses him and makes his life worse. I want my son to become a 
productive member of society as he gets older I don’t want him to become a juvenile 
delinquent.  
 
Paule Pachter 
So your son who has a disability is attending school in East Meadow? (Yes). And any 
special services that he needs?  
 
Carmen Castro 
Yes he gets special services. He gets tutoring, all of the services that he receives are in 
school. In the school, his IEP’s are very low. He refuses to go to any other school 
because he is afraid. You get a lot of schools that are different. When you have been 
there since five up until high school, you tend to learn, to get comfortable. So that’s 
where he’s at. So we’re in Massapequa, we are dealing with this year, and he is in East 
Meadow. I found plenty of places in East Meadow that were available to me, but HUD 
refused to pay for it because they say that it goes over my budget.  
 
As well as I stated earlier in the conversation, that I did attend the programs in ‘97 and 
2005. I did attend a first home buyers program, so that I can become a first time home 
buyer, so that I don’t have to continue on being homeless. And nothing came out of it. 
The only thing that came out of it was they did give me a certificate, and if you guys look 
into it then you would see I did two programs, completed both. They opened up my 
account with the credit union in order for me to become a first time home buyer. Several 
times I went to them for many years. I’ve just given up. So I come to you guys here, I 
thank God for the Long Island Housing Services who introduced me to you guys, for me 
to address this situation because as I said, I went to the program, I completed it, I got a 
certificate, both times, and I’m still homeless. I’ve also completed the programs that they 
have for homemakers programs, accountants, you know, to become an accountant or 
computer programer. I’ve attended all of those programs and I’ve completed all of them, 
if you look into my records, and nothing became available. Social services has never 
provided me with a job after I’ve completed these programs. I don’t even receive public 
assistance any longer. I am disabled and I receive disability, but I do receive $97 in food 



stamps. That’s the only thing that I’m allowed, between myself and my son. For both of 
us, $97 in food stamps, that’s all we are allowed.  
 
Paule Pachter 
Does your son receive a disability check? 
 
Carmen Castro 
Yes he gets disability also.  
 
Paule Pachter 
Have you ever gone to a food pantry for food? 
 
Carmen Castro 
That’s where we go. That’s where I go to I go to food pantries for food, because I have 
to pay my rent, as well as electricity, as well as insurance for the vehicle, because bus 
transportation I don’t really do too much of because it’s a little bit overwhelming for me. 
It’s very dangerous. 
 
Paule Pachter 
Last question; is there anyone that you were involved with in the system that you would 
say is advocating on your behalf or on your son’s behalf?  
 
Carmen Castro 
Long Island Housing Services. They’ve been advocating for me and they’ve been 
assisting me, and right now I have a three bedroom voucher.  But due to the severity of 
my circumstances I’m in a two bedroom apartment, which is too small for myself and my 
sons.  So we have to live there, two bedrooms. My voucher is for three bedrooms, but I 
had to move because I was literally ran out of Merrick, so my circumstances were 
emergency circumstances, so I had to take that two bedroom which was available at the 
time.  
 
Paule Pachter 
You’ve given us a very big challenge and I can reassure you that the commission will 
follow up on the things that you said. Thank you so much for sharing your story.  
 
George Kimball 
Good evening everybody. I’m from the United Food and Commercial Workers Local 
2013, and I’m here to talk to you about an industrial commercial laundry.  It’s called 
Northshore Linen in Freeport. It’s 200 workers who are mostly female and who are 
undocumented. The employer and the union have a union contract, and the employer 



kind of pulled the page out of Donald Trump’s playbook and basically decided he no 
longer wanted to recognize the union contract and basically just threw it away. The 
union has filed all the proper legal channels, but this one employer has basically created 
this reign of terror on these females. During their shifts they are denied bathroom 
breaks.  One woman who was pregnant miscarried on the job while working. Another 
woman who was three months pregnant, denied bathroom breaks, working under 
similar conditions, went home that evening in pain. She was rushed to the hospital, she 
had severe bleeding, and herself and her three month old child’s life was at risk. There 
is a level of sexual harassment, verbal abuse, cursing, threats, threats of calling ICE. 
This workforce has become terrorized, the abuse continues every day.  
 
Charges have been filed with the EEOC, cross-filed with the division of human rights. 
Women are fainting on the job from the heat, from the exhaustion. Complaints have 
been filed with OSHA.  This just seems to continue and this just hasn’t gotten better. It’s 
kind of like, I can’t help but to think that Donald Trump’s national agenda has come 
home to our communities here on Long Island. I would hate to think that this is the new 
way, that when an employer no longer wants to recognize a union, that this is what it 
does. It creates this fake propaganda campaign and tells the workers that they don’t 
have a union and they don’t have a contract. But the employer still deducts union dues, 
but the employer pockets it. So the employer is basically stealing money from the 
workers. The employer no longer pays their health insurance premiums, but the union 
decided to do the right thing and continue to pay that, because these are mostly female 
single women, who have families. They need their health insurance. And so that’s why I 
am here, to present this.  
 
 
 
Larry Cox 
So when I grew up, the labor movement was, insofar as any of my family members got 
out of poverty, it was directly related to the fact that they were lucky enough to be in the 
labor movement, and that’s how they got out. So what I’m trying to understand is from 
your point of view, what is happened to the labor movement? What are the obstacles in 
your way of fighting back against the kind of employer that you’re talking about? Why is 
is so difficult? 
 
George Kimball 
I think that there’s strength in numbers. I think that we have witnessed over the past 20 
or 30 years a direct assault on unions. Everything that goes wrong, the unions are 
blamed. When the economy fell out in 2008, everybody wanted to blame the public 
employees, unions stating that it had to do with their pensions. But in the end I think that 



this is something that is continuing to happen, unions are being undermined every step 
of the way. I think that organizing needs to be robust, members need to be conscious of 
who they vote for. I think that that is a clear case this past election.  
 
Anita Halasz 
We spoke before but I think that it’s important to put this out to the public as well that we 
can’t take these kind of instances lightly, because I think that they’re rampant, and they 
are going to get significantly worse. This is modern day slavery here on Long Island, 
and we need to put that word to it, that this is slavery on Long Island and that these 
workers should qualify for some sort of relief that protects them from egregious 
employers like this. So I had shared before with you that it sounds as though some of 
these workers could potentially qualify for U Visas under human trafficking laws, so I 
hope that that is something that the workers can pursue, because these kinds of 
instances need to be met with systemic responses on the side of labor.  And obviously 
we had mentioned that this is something I would say most Long Islanders take very 
seriously, and that I would imagine that any one person in this room would be behind 
these workers in the event that these workers need to step out and do more.  
 
So I would hope that all of us would be able to join these efforts and defend these 
workers and other workers who are experiencing these kinds of things. They are lucky 
to have the union on their side. In most situations from what we see at Long Island Jobs 
with Justice, many undocumented workers are not represented. Not because the labor 
movement is not doing their part, but because that’s what happens with an underground 
economy where undocumented workers are not given these kinds of protections and 
immigrant workers are not given paths to legalize their status. So this is an ongoing 
crisis that I would say is happening on Long Island and that we as a larger community of 
Long Island need to step up, not only in our local governments but our state 
governments, to make sure that ICE threats are taken seriously against workers.  
Because that is worker retaliation and we need stronger statewide laws and national 
laws against these kinds of efforts. So keep up the good work, please turn to any one of 
our organizations here in these kinds of defense efforts, and I would hope that these 
workers will see relief soon.  
 
Juli Grey-Owens 
Good evening. I am the executive director of the Long Island Transgender Advocacy 
Coalition better known as LITAC. LITAC’s mission is to engage in education, advocacy 
and outreach in order to achieve public understanding and support for the transgender 
community. People who do not conform to gender based stereotypes or whose gender 
presentation or identity differs from the one associated with their anatomical sex often 
experience persistent discrimination and harassment. This situation creates an 



environment where gender expansive people must hide who they are or face the 
consequences of family rejection, loss of employment, housing and other public 
services. Those who are brave enough to be “out” regularly face violence and 
mistreatment. The lack of understanding by the general public leads to a lack of 
empathy and deep-seated hostility. Because many of the members of the transgender 
and gender nonconforming community conceal their authentic selves, no effective steps 
to normalize the community are taken. This combination continues the vicious cycle of a 
poorly informed general public that forces gender expansive people underground, 
fearing transphobia and prejudice. Which in turn, keeps the general public from learning 
about transgender life experiences and the discrimination and violence that they 
endure.  
 
Our community is small. Estimates from recent studies show that our community is 
under 1% of the general population. However, this translates to over 8,000 people in 
Nassau County, and almost 9,000 people in Suffolk. Furthering this impossible situation 
is the current status of civil rights laws. Currently, no federal law protects LGBT people 
in the areas of employment, housing, public accommodations, credit or education. The 
Equality Act is a comprehensive bill that would update the Civil Rights Act of 1964. It 
would add sexual orientation and gender identity to existing protected classes and 
would prevent LGBT people from being fired, evicted or denied services.  
 
In New York State there is no explicit statewide law that prohibits discrimination against 
transgender citizens. The Gender Expression Non-discrimination Act, better known as 
GENDA, is the bill waiting for passage that will protect transgender New Yorkers from 
discrimination in housing, employment and public access. GENDA has passed the New 
York State Assembly ten straight years. Governor Cuomo has indicated that he will 
support the bill. But the New York State Senate has never brought the bill to the floor for 
a vote in the fifteen years since introduction. Republicans and conservatives called 
GENDA “the bathroom bill.”  
 
Here on Long Island, Nassau County remains the largest county in New York not to 
have an explicit law protecting transgender people. The current language in the Nassau 
County Human Rights Law is not specific enough to ensure that transgender citizens 
are completely protected. Although the law has over a dozen term definitions, including 
county discrimination, disability, marital status, national origin, sexual orientation, it does 
not have a definition for the term gender. Gender needs to be defined with the phrase 
“gender identity and gender expression” in Nassau county’s Human Rights Law. 
Unfortunately, the Republican-led County Legislature has refused to consider the 
needed amendment, responding that there is no need for it. To make matters worse, 
Empire State Pride Agenda, the statewide LGBTQ advocacy organization, dsbanded in 



late 2015. Pride Agenda was considered the leading gay political organization in the 
State of New York before its closure and was one of the largest statewide lesbian and 
gay political advocacy and civil rights organizations in the United States.  
 
Just to give you an idea of what we are talking about, in a national transgender survey 
released last year, it was found that 29% of the respondents were living in poverty. 
That’s two times the rate of the US population. Thirty percent of the transgender 
respondents reported being fired, denied a promotion or mistreatment on the job. 
Fifteen percent were unemployed. That’s three times higher than the national average. 
For transgender people of color, they were unemployed at four times the national 
average. Only 16% reported owning a home. That compares to 63% average 
nationwide. Thirty percent reported being homeless at one time in their life and 70% of 
those using a shelter reported mistreatment. Fifty percent of the undocumented trans 
people reported being physically attacked. And with numbers like these is it any wonder 
that 40% of the respondents had attempted suicide?  
 
Trans people are part of every nationality, every race, every age group, every gender, 
every religion. Unfortunately, this means we can be discriminated against not only for 
being transgender, but for our religious beliefs, being a person of color, an immigrant or 
being undocumented. Our most important message to the world is that transgender 
people are just like you. We need an equal opportunity to be educated and to be 
contributing members of our society. We need love, respect, and a chance for a safe 
and healthy life. Thank you.  
 
Claire Deroche 
Thank you for your testimony and for being here tonight. I know that you have traveled 
New York State from east to west many many times working to get GENDA passed. I 
wonder if in your travels you have seen or met people who are examples of those 
statistics that you just gave us. In other words, could you paint a picture for us of what 
poverty is like for transgender people in New York State?  
 
Juli Grey-Owens 
Well I can’t personally tell you specifics, although I can tell you that in working with 
North Hempstead to pass a law to protect town workers, I did an interview on News 12. 
At the time I was working, people didn’t know that I was transgender at the company I 
was working at. And I was outed the next day by a former employee that I had 
terminated, and I was fired the next day from my job. So I’m someone who has a lot of 
privilege. But even that can happen to me.  
 



I will tell you that I do a lot of work regarding HIV here especially on Long Island, and 
our numbers are off the charts for transgender women of color specifically, who have to 
do survival sex work in order to be able to put food on the table or maybe have a place 
to sleep. So this is the reality that our community faces. It’s very hard for those who, and 
we can hear some of the stories tonight of people who are homeless or people who 
don’t know where their next meal is coming from, to be able to come to forums and 
come and speak to people. It really doesn’t work that way especially for our community. 
They’re out trying to figure out a way of how to get their next meal tomorrow or tonight 
or where they are going to sleep tonight. So it’s hard to get those stories.  
 
I will tell you that what we see on Long Island is a place where the acceptance of 
transgender people is constantly improving. But I will tell you when I travel up to 
Plattsburgh, when I travel to Oneonta, when I go to Jamestown, now these are the 
smaller places around New York State, the community is actually underground. Very 
afraid of being seen, there’s not a lot of employment opportunities in those areas. A lot 
of it is people working for people’s personal companies so forth - maybe I’m a painter or 
I’m someone who does gardening or whatever - and the fear of coming out and being 
found out that they’re transgender is a real potential hazard for their living conditions.  
 
Thank you very much.  
 
Paule Pachter 
First of all I just want to thank you for being here tonight and speaking on an issue that, 
you know better than most, just continues to get swept under the rug. Certainly we are 
living in a society today where the transgender population that has voluntarily fought for 
this country and this community, and it comes as no surprise to me that this is the 
second time that we are hearing this tonight that someone has mentioned the NY State 
Senate and the fact that they continue to block progressive legislation has been on the 
books for more than a decade. We are sitting here this evening all of us, I don’t know 
how many of you went before, but if you stay here until 9 o’clock, you’re going to miss 
the opportunity to vote in the Democratic primary. And the only way that you can 
change policies in this country is by legislating. Nothing that you said about Nassau 
county surprises me even, and nothing that you said about the town of North 
Hempstead surprises me because when you have progressive leadership that’s willing 
to cast a wide umbrella for the people that live there, then good things happen. Have 
you had the opportunity to meet or work with the LGBT Network on Long Island? 
 
Juli Grey-Owens 
To be perfectly honest with you, at one time I was a board member but I will tell you that 
in the view of the community, they are less than helpful to the transgender community. 



They do have a few services, but in general the community feels that it really does not 
speak for the transgender community. It is a very strong LGB organization. I can only 
speak to that.  
 
Paule Pachter 
What’s the most important thing, other than acceptance, right now that you feel the 
transgender population on Long Island needs? 
 
Juli Grey-Owens 
Well I think that acceptance, and when I say acceptance what I am really saying is 
opportunities, to be able to for example in a forum like this, be able to speak about the 
community. I don’t know what has been done in the past as far as speaking about the 
transgender community, but we continue to take steps almost daily. It looks like I am 
going to have an opportunity possibly to train the Nassau county police department 
recruits. Last week I met with the acting commissioner and so we are moving forward in 
that area. And that is going to have a big impact on the transgender community in 
Nassau county. We are doing a forum up at the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship at 
Shelter Rock, we are doing a forum with the NY Civil Liberties Union at the UU in 
Stoneybrook, so we are doing a lot of talking and doing a lot of working and getting the 
word out. That’s our biggest thing.  
 
Paule Pachter 
What you’re describing here is the beginning of being out there and being able to tell the 
story. And movements such as the transgender movement like any other of people who 
are being discriminated against it starts small. And then it grows. You say that there are 
17,000 transgender residents on Long Island, that’s a population. That could be a small 
hamlet on Long Island of a specific population that brings so much to the table in terms 
of our culture and our values. The last thing that I just want to make sure that you’re 
aware of because you did mention that 29% of the transgender population lives in 
poverty. If there are transgender individuals, regardless of their race or background and 
they are food insecure, I want you to know there are hundreds of organizations here on 
Long Island where they can get food from. So please the last thing the trans population 
has to deal with in my opinion, is to worry about hunger, because we can deal with that. 
You being here tonight, you accomplished a great deal whether you believe that or not, 
you put the needs of this population into the record, and for that I thank you.  
(Applause) 
 
Anita Halasz 
As someone who identifies as gender non conforming, I relate to everything that you 
speak of and I am blessed to be able to work at a not for profit that is very much 



accepting of that. However, at a time when we know that we can’t build acceptance as 
fast as we want, we turn to our elected officials to put those defense mechanisms in 
place, so shame on all of them for not passing such critical legislation that is coming 
from the request of individuals whose identities are directly questioned, and for their 
ability to just sit with that and to not pass that legislation. So shame on them and I want 
to put that on the record. And I hope that everyone shares that with each of their elected 
officials in this county that we need legislation. Again, because we cannot change 
acceptance, I would say that what a lot of us grapple with is being able to live our 
authentic selves. And when we are not able to live our authentic selves, because we 
fear that we will not get housing, we will lose our jobs, we will not get benefits, that does 
and there is a huge toll on our mental health. So I’m wondering if you can briefly, cause 
I know five minutes is not enough time for people to be able to voice these concerns, 
but if you can just speak to the mental health services that are available to the trans 
population here on Long Island. I don’t know if you can speak to that, or whether that’s 
something that is something that can change here on Long Island in terms of access.  
 
Juli Grey-Owens 
Well we are very lucky to be on Long Island because there are more services than 
which you may find upstate. We were able to through grant money be able to do 
transgender town halls across New York State. Now I’m speaking in general in the New 
York State area and I can tell you that we were able to do 20 town halls in eight 
locations around New York State in a period of about less than sixteen months. So one 
of the strongest things that came out regarding health, beyond the fact of the need for 
hormones and transition medical services, which of course are a problem because a lot 
of insurances fight for the need of them. And certainly some of the things that are very 
necessary to be able to pass within our society are considered cosmetic and are 
refused. So those are other issues. But mental health consistently comes up as the 
biggest issue for our community.  
 
I can tell you that one of the locations that we went to was in Brooklyn and the amount 
of anguish and pain that almost took the whole town hall regarding the fact that there 
are just not enough trained people, trained professionals to be able to take on this 
community, and assist them. The terminology that we use is gender dysphoria. It’s 
knowing who you are but living in a society that won’t accept you and saying that 
everything that you are doing is wrong. And you must fit into this box, and unfortunately 
people just don’t do that.  
 
I will tell you another thing that is very important to put on the table. We speak about 
transgender and we speak about gender non conforming, but there is a small 
community that we have now started taking under our wing, which is the intersex 



community. And the intersex community has medical issues that are literally off the 
charts. These are people who either through chromosomes or actual part of their bodies 
are sharing genders within their body and are being forced to go through medical 
procedures, just so that they can be in this box or that box. These surgeries are painful, 
are usually done when these people are younger, and the problem is that it’s a 50/50 
chance as far as what their gender identity is when you decide what you’re going to 
quote un-quote “make them.” And the reality is that society needs to accept these 
people as who they are, honor who they are, accept it, and allow those people to grow 
into the people that they are meant to be and allow them to decide exactly what they 
want or don’t want done to their bodies.  
 
Rev. Kate Jones Calone 
Hello everyone, my name is Kate Jones Calone. I am an ordained minister in the 
Presbyterian Church USA. I direct an outreach program of Setauket Presbyterian 
church called Open Door Exchange. We are a furniture bank in Port Jefferson Station 
that collects gently used furniture and shares it free of charge with people who are in 
need of furniture for their homes. We serve families who are transitioning from 
homeless shelters, veterans being placed into housing, victims of domestic violence and 
disaster, recent immigrants, and families who simply cannot afford the high cost of 
furniture for their homes given the high cost of living on Long Island.  
 
We understand furniture to be just one small piece of a very large puzzle for people who 
live in poverty. So the critical question is; how do we ensure that those fundamental 
pieces which provide stability and security are provided more comprehensively and 
wholistically, rather than in a piecemeal fashion? We see families day after day, for 
example, whose kids do not have a bed to sleep on at night. And no amount of 
dedication or good intention from teachers or parents, or eagerness to learn from a 
child, or dedicated youth programs can overcome a persistent sleep deficit. Likewise, 
providing a dining table to a family is only effective if we address that family’s food 
insecurity. Moreover the families that we serve are not just those who are already on the 
radar screen of our social services networks, many are simply struggling in a very 
hidden way. We often make assumptions that in areas of Long Island that are 
considered to be high income there is no poverty. This is simply not the case, as we 
have heard, and we have seen many families come to our warehouse who are 
unconnected at all to services, because of the hidden nature of their challenges.  
 
There are just three points that I want to make very quickly that I learned in doing this 
work. First, our broken and immoral immigration system has very real consequences for 
many of our neighbors, as we know. Many immigrant women who have visited our 
furniture warehouse report the difficulty that they have finding any or any consistent 



work despite their desire to support their families. They also feel extremely isolated and, 
in the current climate, we are hearing reports that immigrant families are not accessing 
food pantries and other services because of their fear, and I know that that is something 
all of you have heard as well.  
 
Secondly, we will not make meaningful inroads addressing poverty on Long Island 
without addressing the persistent racial segregation and discrimination on Long Island. 
Period. 
 
And number three, faith communities often step into the gaps when it comes to direct 
services, which is what we have done in a very small way, with Open Door Exchange. 
But this is, at the end of the day, Band-Aid work that is required because the larger 
system is broken, and so what I want to say is needed from faith communities, 
especially now is, advocacy and intentional work to change the systems that create the 
need we are seeing. Thank you.  
 
Rebecca Sanin 
Thank you Kate. So I had the privilege to meet you and to see your incredible work in 
Port Jefferson Station and I just want to make a couple of points because I would love 
for you to speak some things into the record. Certainly you talked about the need to 
demystify the poverty on Long Island, and I think that what you spoke about is 
something that we see all the time, which is there is this sort of Great Gatsby and Long 
Island is the Hamptons view, when you get outside of Long Island about who we are 
and what we are. I think that there is a real need, and that’s one of the reasons why this 
event tonight is so important is to tell these stories. I really commend what you do in 
terms of partnering with different faith-based institutions because I think that that’s 
critical cases of folks coming together and recognizing that these are human issues and 
that these are not issues that are bifurcated by race or religion or economic level.  
 
But what I would love for you to talk about is isolation, the fear and the disconnection 
from services. Certainly one of the things that we see in terms of direct services is that, 
as this climate of fear is expanded nationally, we see a lot of folks who are going further 
and further into the shadows. We see even with the latest announcement about DACA, 
we see that the fear and anxiety in communities is really increasing. And because of 
that, folks are less and less likely to access services even if they are entitled to them, 
because perhaps they live in immigration homes and they are afraid of scrutiny in the 
system. So I would love to hear you speak a little bit about in your community, in Port 
Jefferson Station where you’re serving, what you’re seeing in terms of folks’ 
disconnection from the larger society and institutions and how that is translated to really 
challenging outcomes for people.  



 
Rev. Kate Jones-Calone 
So in Port Jefferson Station, we’re seeing obviously a lot of people walking in the door 
who are feeling like, for one reason or another, our furniture warehouse is a safe space. 
But the furniture is just kind of a window into so many other issues. And a real challenge 
I think for so many people who are feeling isolated or afraid or needing to be hidden in 
whatever way, is just figuring out who to trust and how to trust the institutions that exist. 
And that’s a hard thing to navigate for an individual, that’s a hard thing for us to navigate 
in referring people to different places. And so, so much of what I think is needed are just 
places where there is opportunity not only to connect to services, but also to connect 
with one another in a community, so that there can be some grassroots level support 
and organizing and leadership that develops out of that coming together of a 
community. It is very difficult when people don’t know where the safe spaces are to 
come together and do that.  
 
Dick Koubek 
Kate I really commend the work you do and I am so happy to see a three page story on 
the work, but I’m so very happy that you recognize the work as a Band-Aid and really 
that is the difference between charity and justice, and we have to talk about systems. I 
just want to illustrate, because several of the people who spoke earlier, like Alisa 
Drinkwater and Carmen Castro, expressed really understandable frustration, if not rage, 
at the Department of Social Services, and the Welfare to Work Commission works with 
them all the time - the Commissioner is on the commission, and I can tell you that they 
are understaffed, seriously understaffed, and underfunded for the charge that they 
have. And so when we issued our report in 2012, one of our recommendations was that 
a general tax fund be increased by 2%. This would have cost the typical homeowner in 
Suffolk County $2 per year. Not per thousand of tax evaluation, not per month, but $2 
per year. The general fund had not been increased at that time in twelve years, now it is 
sixteen years - it has been flat-funded for about sixteen years. The reason is it is 
political suicide for any county legislator to say “I have voted for a tax increase.” So the 
burden is really on all of us. It is easy to trash social services, and they make mistakes, 
but the burden is on all of us to look at the nonsense of voting out of office a county 
legislator who would’ve increased your tax burden by $2 per year to help fund the 
Department of Social Services. This is the challenge we all face.   
 
Elaine Gross 
Thank you Kate. Could you say a little bit more about the communities of faith that 
you’re working with that are recognizing the need to deal with systemic issues and to do 
more advocacy? What kinds of things are you all working on and how might other 
people connect with you and support you in those efforts? 



 
Rev. Kate Jones-Calone 
So just locally in our area a couple of things; we have an interfaith clergy association 
which has been in existence for a number of years that has spoken out on different 
issues, recently publically as an interfaith group. I think one of the really important things 
we need to do as faith communities is speak with one voice across faith communities 
and across faith traditions, as well as speaking from our own traditions, scriptures and 
so forth. So we are working hard to have more of a voice just to speak and be more 
visible in talking with our community about why these things matter to people of faith 
and why it’s important for us to be working on them as people of faith in a systemic way. 
Secondly, we formed in northern Brookhaven, as an outreach of the great work that 
Jobs With Justice and the AMOS Committee is doing, a northern Brookhaven sanctuary 
cluster that is seeking to bring together faith communities around providing rapid 
response, accompaniment, physical and other forms of sanctuary to our immigrant 
neighbors who are in need of that kind of support. So bringing together faith 
communities around that, that is a couple of different things that we are doing.  
 
Shanequa Levin 
Good evening. I know some of you but I am Shanequa, you’ll have to bear with me, I 
am recovering over a cold. This is my first day out in like five days, but I wanted to make 
sure that I was here tonight to share my story about surviving childhood poverty and 
speak on behalf of generational poverty. I am the director for Every Child Matters on 
Long Island, and at Every Child Matters we talk about advocacy for children’s issues.  
 
A lot of times when people are having these conversations about poverty and things we 
don’t always talk about the children’s needs and how the children are affected by it. 
When we watch debates and things like that on TV, they are never talking about the 
children and how this affects them. Even when we go to local candidate meetings or 
meetings to have lawmakers express themselves to us, children’s issues are usually 
missing. So whether you’re a Republican, whether you’re a Democrat, you care about 
children for the most part, or there’s something wrong with you, but we’ll talk about that, 
but for the most part you care about children. We can talk about poverty and how it 
affects children. 
 
I’ll explain to you my background.  My grandmother was one of seven or eight children 
and a few adopted children as well - back in that day they took a lot of people in. My 
grandmother was probably one of the poorest in her family. My grandmother was an 
alcoholic, my grandmother had five children, and she had them all close in age. My 
mother was the oldest of those five children. My mother was the poorest in her family 
and my mother got pregnant with me at the age of fifteen. So that means that she was 



in the tenth grade. My father, a year or two older than her, already had two children from 
two other women, that probably lived across the street from each other in a town called 
Glencove, Long Island, on our beautiful north shore. My father was either in and out of 
jail my whole life for selling heroin, or using heroin. My mother, having to quit school at 
sixteen years old, didn’t make much of her life when it came to education, didn’t have 
many opportunities. She worked at places like McDonald’s and Burger King. She was 
on public assistance. I was there with her at many of the meetings at the welfare 
building, waiting at the bus stop. When our lights got shut off, going over with her to 
HEAP. These were lots of things that I experienced with my young mom. My mother 
having to get such menial jobs because god forbid she finds something that pays her a 
little bit more, she’d be kicked off the system. So Burger King and McDonalds were kind 
of her jobs that she would tend to and local diners were the kinds of the jobs she took, 
which a lot of times meant that she wasn’t there in the evenings. Now when you have a 
teenager and you’re working the evenings, and a teenager that’s a victim of trauma, 
trauma of having parents in jail, being a product of teenage parents, and also now 
having a mother that abuses the use of drugs more than frequently. Now I’m a 
teenager. What am I gonna do? Go look for love in all the wrong places, men’s arms, 
hoping that someone will provide me with that love that I was missing, because I grew 
up in poverty, which a lot of times leads to the men in our community not staying in their 
families’ lives. Or going out to the streets to hustle and sell drugs, because they are not 
equipped to get a job that will provide them with the right amount of money to support a 
family. Once they realize that it’s time to change and make better for themselves, 
because now they have a felony, what happens now to them? They can’t really go out 
and get a real job. Once you have that big scarlet letter on you it’s really hard to come 
back from that.  
 
So I have brothers now, one brother in particular who has about seven kids because he 
fell back into that system like my father and his mother. His mother had to give him up 
when we were young to my grandmother because she was abusing drugs heavily. And 
having my father be who he was, my brother ended up turning to the streets selling 
drugs. So I see my nieces and my nephews going through these things. Again, my 
mother really tried to instill in me that education was important. Education is important, 
get an education, do this, do that so that way you can get out of this community. You 
don’t have to be like us. But when I walk outside of my doors, I see cocaine bags on the 
ground, I see people in the hallway lighting up the crack pipe, I see other young people 
pregnant, I see roaches everywhere, I see rats everywhere, I smell pissy hallways. 
What am I really thinking, that I have an opportunity to escape this? By just going to 
school? Everybody goes to school. 
 



So these are things that created trauma in my life. Lots of children experience trauma. 
And we don’t always address trauma as these types of issues, but these are important, 
and these also are also big influencers on how a child grows up and is able to survive 
poverty. Although my mother instilled these thoughts on education and showed me lots 
of love, like I said, in the evenings sometimes as I got older, she wasn’t there and she 
was abusing drugs. I’d come home to find a heroin spoon that I’d have to clean and 
scrape the blackness off and hope that I wouldn’t be the one that ate out of it. So what 
does that do to a child?  
 
Thank God there were programs and there were services out there. There was a Boys 
and Girls Club which I can go to to get a job, and before that I actually attended camp 
for free and my mom didn’t have to pay for it. There was activities, I didn’t just have to 
see what was going on outside in my neighborhood. And as I got older, luckily I was 
sent to sleep away camp and it was programs like that, and that’s huge in the black 
community and poor communities to go to sleepaway camp and become a camper. 
That’s something that we don’t always do, it’s something that we are not exposed to, but 
those experiences helped change my life and put my life into a different path that I can 
sit up here today and be a colleague of yours. So I had places like that, I had places like 
Girl Scouts. I had the EOC that was able to give us that big brick of cheese, and I was 
damn embarrassed to go wait in line for it, but happy as hell when I went home to make 
that grilled cheese sandwich.  
 
So those are things that helped. Investing in programs helped. People being advocates 
for programs like HEAP helped keep me from being cold in the winter. People 
advocating for programs like food stamps helped to keep food in my refrigerator.  Now it 
did not last all month long, because they do not give you enough to really last all month 
long, so there would be times I would come home and know that that $1.26 canister of 
liver is in my refrigerator, and we’re gonna have to eat it. I hate liver now. (Laughter) 
 
But these were things and programs that meant I didn’t have to worry about eating that 
liver everyday. So I just want to wrap up by saying we need to invest in our youth. Not 
everyone goes to college, not everyone will finish college. Things that we can do to help 
break these generational cycles are things like child care subsidies. Child care 
subsidies are things helped save my life as a young parent, and helped me be able to 
create a career for myself. But nowadays you basically have to be poor in order to get 
child care subsidies. How would I have those skills that I now utilize in my day to day 
work? Another way is by advocating, by speaking to lawmakers and letting them know 
the importance of supporting programs that invest in our community. Contributing to 
society by helping people gain skills that they may not gain from working at a Burger 
King or McDonald’s, if that’s their only opportunities because they live in such a remote 



location like Glencove and they can’t get to other opportunities. So I just end with that 
and to at least be able to show you that I am now successful. Although I was a victim of 
trauma, although poverty was my everyday theme, and although I didn’t ever see me 
really being able to get out of it. And the way that’s done is by investing in our 
community and exposing our children to other opportunities. Thank you.  
 
Rebecca Sanin 
Thank you so much for your testimony today, it was tremendously powerful and I just 
wanted to say a couple of quick things. All the research shows right that between zero 
and five is when the brain develops the most across the lifespan, and investing in the 
early years, the outcome of doing so pays off in so many different ways in our society. 
You talked about trauma tonight, and I think that I just need to touch on that for a 
second. You know, when we look at veteran services, people become very familiar with 
the concept of post-traumatic stress disorder and what that does for folks and how that 
impacts living. But PTSD happens from all different kinds of traumatic experiences. You 
talked about some tonight. Certainly you know abuse, child abuse, which we know still 
occurs in extraordinary numbers in our region. These are all things that can have a 
huge impact not only on a child’s day to day function, but literally alter their brain 
development. Literally change the dendrite connections in their brain and change how 
they process life and how they live their life. And you talked about school, and you said 
everybody goes to school so how is this my path out of these challenging 
circumstances? And I think we have to do a much better job of identifying mentors and 
leaders that children can identify with within school systems, so that they can see that 
path, because that really isn’t something that has been given high priority. And 
somebody spoke earlier about community schools was alluding to that as well.  
 
When we look at how nutrition programs are provided in the state, there’s the State 
Department of Ed. There’s the Department of Health, of Social Services, we have all of 
these different nutrition programs but they are not coordinated. So WIC and school 
lunches are provided by different systems. And I think that that’s a tremendous 
challenge. The one thing I will say to you is that the director of Medicaid, Jason 
Helgerson, has put together an initiative called The 1,000 Day Initiative and our 
organization is a stakeholder in the group, advising him. The idea is how can Medicaid 
pay for social determinants of health. Things that are not just medical services that have 
huge impact on people’s medical development across their lifespan and what do we 
know? The first thousand days as you said before at your organization Every Child 
Matters, the first thousand days of life are where you see tremendous impact in terms of 
human outcomes. So thank you for your testimony today and thank you for highlighting 
something that is so very important for us as a community to focus on. We know when 
we go to urban environments there are coordinated childhood systems. Those systems; 



while there are tremendous early childhood programs on Long Island, those systems, 
the affordability of those systems continue to be a significant issue for families and is a 
place where all of us should be looking to advocate and invest.  
 
Larry Cox 
I just wanted to add how important it is for us to hear your story that you told about, 
because one of the lies that’s now being perpetuated and one of the ways that poor 
people are under attack is the programs that have helped poor people are under attack. 
And there’s a lie being told that there are no programs that can help and therefore we 
are just wasting our money and should just do away with it. And I think what we have to 
do is reject that lie and your story is the most powerful way to do that, because you 
speak from the truth of your life, but also to talk about how if we can get across that 
there are programs that can help people like you get out of poverty, then why can’t we 
design programs that end poverty? 
 
Shanequa Levin 
Another investment that we can take a look at is first generation college students. We 
are happy that they are there in college, but then we tend to abandon them. And a lot of 
times they don’t come back. They don’t come back for that second year so we need 
more support for first generation college students. Thank you.  
 
Roger Weaving 
Thank you, I appreciate the opportunity to be here today. My name is Roger Weaving, I 
am the president of the Huntington Township Housing Coalition. The Huntington 
Township Housing Coalition is a group of individual organizations that have come 
together to support the development of affordable homes, both new and rehabilitated, 
for the people of the town of Huntington. I am told that back twenty years ago or so 
when this group was formed that almost every town on Long Island had one of these [a 
Housing Coalition] but at this point we believe we are the only one left.  
 
We’re here today because the cost of housing is an important part of what goes into 
whether or not a person descends into poverty. So I think that the first thing that we 
need to do is to say what we mean when we say affordability. The standard for 
affordability is that a person spend no more than 30% of their income on housing. We 
did a study about a year ago, and of course it’s focused on the town of Huntington, but I 
will try to throw in some statistics from the rest of Long Island. We were able to show 
that 49% of renters in the town of Huntington pay more than 30%, and 28% of 
homeowners pay more than 30%. That means that in the town of Huntington alone, 
over 20,000 people are paying unaffordable amounts for the cost of their housing.  
 



Who are these people? They’re the people we see and interact with everyday. They’re 
your waiters and waitresses, your carpenters, your home health aids, your teaching 
assistants, your retail salespeople, community workers, social services providers, 
buildings and grounds workers, janitors, nursing assistants, and your customer service 
reps. These people work in every town, they tend to live in every part of every town, but 
they can’t find affordable housing.  
 
One of the main reasons why they have trouble finding affordable housing is the island 
as a whole suffers from an acute shortage of rental housing. Within Huntington and 
Smithtown for example, only 9% of the housing stock is legal rental housing. In the town 
of Huntington we have an 85 to 15% ratio of owners to renters, while towns like 
Smithtown and Oyster Bay have only 11% renters. To give you some idea of where that 
fits on a national scale, nationally 33% of housing stock is renters. And in case you think 
that’s skewed by national figures and the New York area is different, the housing stock 
in Westchester County is 38% rental, Bergen county is 35% rental, Nassau County in 
general is 19.8% rental and Suffolk County is 20.7% rental. These figures by the way 
can be found online and were provided by the regional planning association.  
 
The good news is, that housing is actually something that we can do something about 
locally. Most of the things that hold back housing are decided by your local politicians 
and a lot of it has to do with zoning. So what people can do is first find out what the 
mandatory zoning requirements for affordable housing are in your town. In our town 
when we did this survey, for example, we found that while Huntington had an admirable 
20% set-aside for affordable housing, when you increase the density on a lot, for 
example, when you were going from single family home to multi-family home housing, 
that did not occur when the property was already commercial. So if something were, for 
example, a commercial property with stores in the ground floor and they wanted to build 
more, you ended up with more housing, they could build whatever they wanted, and 
there was  no affordable component. You should watch for loopholes like that and there 
are other ones that towns use. So for example, if they do a set-aside for clear land and 
density, those are also not supported by affordable housing.  
 
The second thing that everybody can do is talk to your neighbors. The same person 
who is complaining about a lack of affordable housing because they have a 27-year-old 
sitting in their basement is probably the same person that turned out to vote down the 
apartment complex that was going down about two miles from their house. Engage your 
neighbors and ask them what it’s about. And finally, this being a local election year, vote 
for those people who support affordable housing. Take the time to find out what their 
positions are on the issue and ask them, and don’t support the ones that vote more 
NIMBY-ish kind of policies. Thank you.  



 
Charlotte Koons 
Born during the depression, I am the child of immigrants who lived the American dream 
and I am here to make sure that the ladder isn’t pulled up after me. I am here 
representing the New York Civil Liberties Union, and we respectfully submit the 
following testimony:  
 
The New York Civil Liberties Union, an affiliate of the American Civil Liberties Union, is 
a not-for-profit, non-partisan organization with eight offices throughout New York State 
and more than 200,000 members and supporters - and by the way, Donald Trump was 
very good in helping us get that membership. Our mission is to promote, protect the 
fundamental rights, principles and constitutional values embodied in the Bill of Rights, 
and the US Constitution and the New York State Constitution. As an organization 
dedicated to upholding the civil rights and civil liberties of all New Yorkers, we know that 
those objectives require a focus on economic justice. There has always been a direct 
link between the fight for civil rights and the fight against economic inequality.  
 
The barriers and injustices that New Yorkers experience in areas of criminal justice, 
education, health care, reproductive rights and political participation, are all impacted 
and compounded by a person’s income, and economic status. We also know that the 
injustices and civil liberties abuses directly brought to bear on minorities and people of 
color, most notably in our broken criminal justice system, directly impact their ability to 
learn, to earn a living and rid themselves of poverty. The ways which poverty impedes 
full access to civil liberties and civil rights are countless and manifest in many ways. 
Whether a person is wealthy or poor will often determine whether she is able to live and 
work, the quality of education she will receive growing up, the frequency and manner 
with which she will encounter law enforcement, whether she can readily access regular 
health care services, and whether she will receive adequate legal representation if she 
finds herself facing criminal charges in court.  
 
These realities put those in poverty on an uneven playing field. A night spent in jail for 
an arrest on a petty offense might cost someone her job, and an overworked defense 
attorney provided by the state might make it hard to resolve a case without a criminal 
record damaging future job prospects, and making it difficult to find housing. This 
creates a cycle. Those with less money are less equipped to navigate our broken 
criminal justice system. And the harsh consequences that the criminal justice system 
brings to bear on those individuals further traps them in poverty.  
 
The complex intersection between civil liberties and economic injustice requires a 
holistic approach in defending the civil rights and liberties of New Yorkers. And the 



NYCLU is committed to fighting that battle on all fronts. We recognize that we must 
simultaneously confront the economic injustices that limit the exercise of the rights and 
liberties while fighting against unjust government systems that help cement those 
economic injustices and keep people trapped in poverty.  
 
It’s with this dual approach that the New York Civil Liberties has actively fought in court 
and in the state legislature for the rights of workers across the State of New York. Here 
on Long Island in a case decided by federal appeals court just last month, the NYCLU 
successfully challenged an unconstitutional local ordinance in Oyster Bay that sought to 
prevent day laborers from soliciting work from town sidewalks. The NYCLU was among 
many other organizations and advocates that pushed for the passage of paid family 
leave legislation last year, ensuring that parents don’t have to choose between keeping 
their jobs and caring for their children. And in a case recently argued in New York State 
Supreme Court that is awaiting decision, the New York Civil Liberties Union sued an 
unconstitutional exemption in the state’s labor laws that excludes farm workers from the 
right to organize without fear of retaliation from their employers.  
 
In addition to litigation, we have also lobbied for a legislative fix to New York’s broken 
labor laws. The ongoing campaign to end New York’s shameful exclusion of farm 
workers from the protection of New York’s labor laws is of particular importance, given 
the significant role agriculture plays in New York State and Long Island specifically. 
Suffolk County ranks third in the state for overall agricultural sales. Farm workers are 
the backbone of this central part of state and the regional economy and often endure 
long hours and dangerous conditions while making a little more than minimum wage in 
order to keep New York’s farms running. Yet, due to Jim Crow-era exclusions and gaps 
in the state labor laws, farm workers are not entitled to overtime pay, a weekly day of 
rest, workers’ compensation when injured on the job, or the right to organize and 
collectively bargain.  
 
When the NYCLU sued over New York’s unconstitutional law last year, state officials 
publically said they would not defend it in court, agreeing that the state’s constitution 
guarantees farmworkers the right to organize. Yet, the New York Farm Bureau 
intervened, allowing the lawsuit to continue. While we wait for the courts to decide, state 
lawmakers should move forward and pass the Farmworkers Fair Labor Practices Act, 
which would, among other things, give farm workers a statutory right to bargain 
collectively, place caps on working hours and guarantee time off, and make farm 
workers eligible for workers’ compensation under state law.  
 
Inadequate protections for workers are hardly the only barriers New Yorkers face in 
earning a living and fighting the circle of poverty. There are steps that officials and 



policymakers at the state and local level can take to tackle the problems of over-policing 
and the effect it has on people’s economic futures. First, lawmakers in Albany should 
allow themselves and the public the better understand their problems by passing the 
Police Stat Act. The Stat act would require a mass reporting of arrests for low level 
violations so that policymakers know how “broken windows” policing is impacting their 
communities. And the intersection between the fight for civil rights and liberties and the 
fight for economic justice is complex. And the issues, areas and policy goals discussed 
are just a few of the steps that can be taken to address the issues of poverty and 
economic inequality on Long Island. We thank the commission for its work in grappling 
with these issues, and look forward to being part of the conversation going forward. 
Thank you.  
 
Nathan Berger 
Thank you for having me. It’s good to see some familiar faces and to see new faces. Hi, 
Charlotte, where is Charlotte? You took my thunder, maybe I should just throw this 
away now. No. Thank you for having me. My name is Nathan Berger. I work with Rural 
Migrant Ministry as our Long Island coordinator. Rural Migrant Ministry is a multi-faith, 
multi-sector organization that works to stand with disenfranchised rural workers, 
especially farm workers. Most recently, we opened up a worker education center out on 
the east end of Long Island that is directed by a worker consejo, or council of fifteen 
workers. So who are New York State farm workers? I’ve seen estimates of 15,000 farm 
workers in New York State and I’ve seen estimates of over 100,000 workers in New 
York State. The truth probably lies somewhere in the middle. I don’t know what that 
number is; unfortunately, neither does our New York State Department of Labor or any 
other department because of their exclusion from the labor law and the way that we 
count laborers. So the truth is, they’re an invisible workforce. Here on Long Island, we 
estimate there is around 5,000 workers. The majority of them are from El Salvador, 
Guatemala and Mexico. They speak Spanish, Miztec, and K'iche', a native language 
from Guatemala. And a large majority of them are undocumented, with some guest 
workers and some workers with residency.  
 
So why am I here today? When I was talking to workers out on the east end to see if 
any of them could come and speak to you, unfortunately none of them could come 
because right now it’s peak harvest season. So I’m going to share some of the stories 
that they’ve asked for me to share and I’m going to share not stories, but talk about how 
the systems that are in place affect their lives. So first the systems. New York State 
farm workers, as Charlotte said, are excluded from many of the same labor laws that all 
other workers are included in in this country. In the 1930’s, they weren’t included in the 
Fair Labor Standards Act, and the National Labor Relations Act, which grant workers all 
the rights that we now consider to be normal, like the right to a day of rest or the right to 



overtime pay, or the right to join unions that we take for granted. Farm workers were not 
included in that labor law. So consequently, I came to Long Island originally just to work 
on a bill to get farm workers the same rights. And what we’ve come up against is what 
we’ve heard a lot of other organizations come up against and a lot of other people come 
up against in New York State, which is the New York State Senate, and had been 
unable to pass this legislation that would give farm workers equal rights.  
 
But in the process we have been forced to speak to workers on Long Island, to get to 
know them, and to begin to explore different ways of bringing dignity to the lives of 
workers beyond advocacy. So there’s a group of workers right now on the east end that 
are mostly working on nurseries, there are some that work on vegetable farms, and 
there’s a good amount that work in wineries as well that are working on teaching their 
fellow workers what are their rights, what are safety and health violations in the 
workplace, and how can we come together to collectively make a change in our lives.  
 
The part that I find most unique about being here is that I get to be in the room with so 
many different organizations doing different things. And often times, we can’t be at the 
table together, because the system is setup to divide us. Whether it’s service 
organizations, fearing that they’re going to lose their funding if they do advocacy, or 
whether its advocacy organizations that need a focus on organizing allies to be 
advocates because they need funding versus organizations that are on the ground 
doing organizing like unions that might not have the same abilities that non profits doing 
advocacy can do. I think we have an opportunity to begin to work together as we hear 
each other’s stories, and I hope that we can.  
 
Finally, I, over the past three years, have been reminisced to talk about immigration 
when talking about farm workers because of this legislation. When talking to Republican 
State Senators, I try to keep it to a labor issue, because in some ways it is a labor issue 
but also because it is such a hot topic, immigration. I can no longer stay silent in saying 
that the fear that is being put into communities right now is unacceptable, it’s 
traumatizing our youth, and it’s threatening the work that we do. We’ve recently seen a 
decision come out against DACA, and there are workers right now that are in 
tremendous fear about their kids not being able to go to school out on the east end, they 
are in tremendous fear about their relatives being deported that have final deportation 
orders over their heads and they’re in fear of losing their TPS, in particular Salvadoran 
workers that are out on the east end of Long Island. If we are going to address poverty, 
we need to begin to work together to find a solution to a system that is meant to keep 
people in silence and allow us to exploit the labor of immigrants, migrants, and others. 
Thank you.  
 



Sahar Alsahlani 
Nathan and Charlotte, thank you so much and to anyone else who has brought to our 
attention the plight of the farm workers. We have been hearing a lot about hunger and 
nutrition and we forget about people that put our food on the table and give us our food. 
That is the sustenance that enables our brain to work and us to function daily. Think 
about how hungry we were half an hour ago. I want to commend you on talking about 
the potential of people working together. I just want to tell a very short story. There was 
a group - the Coalition of Immokalee Workers - read their history online.  They have 
done amazing, amazing campaign work of organizing with regards to their work with 
getting rights for their tomato farm workers. And last year, almost a year ago in 
September, an interfaith delegation was down there and visited the farmers and helped 
them, and I met a young man who was my oldest son’s age. He was 25 from Mexico. 
He does a lot of work with the dairy farmers up in Vermont. They are boycotting Ben 
and Jerry’s and we had a translator between us, and I was telling him that I was 
originally from Iraq and what was going on there, and he was telling me oh, I’m from 
Mexico, and my town has fracking, and we were both joking. We were saying that if 
both of our countries had exported oranges no one would care about us and no one 
would want to liberate us. But it was nice that weekend. We didn’t see each other much, 
but we took a picture outside of Wendy’s together.  
 
Fast forward a couple months, it was January and the Muslim travel ban hit, and I was 
immobilized; physically, mentally, emotionally, I was curled up in a fetal position crying. I 
saw all the people from Standing Rock, I saw everyone shutting down airports, drag 
queens, rabbis, you name it. Everybody. And then suddenly I look on Facebook and I 
see that Enrique had changed his profile picture to me and him standing outside 
Wendy’s. And I was like awww and then all of a sudden, I heard about two days later, 
he’s a very very important organizer and ICE had been following him a lot, but he was 
very instrumental in shutting down, what’s the capital of Vermont - I’m blanking - 
Montpelier, oh yes one of the big airports there. And he was detained and he was there 
for a couple of weeks with his girlfriend and I was able to contact Council on American 
Islamic Relations and a couple other organizations, and thank God he’s free now, but 
you never know in life who is going to be your ally, and after he was released, it was 
May Day. This was a couple months later. I ended up going up and he was about ready 
to give a speech and I pop up behind him and surprised him and that’s the first time I 
ever heard him speak English, and he said “thank you for coming” with a big smile. So 
thank you for reminding me of that story. And God bless you for your work.  
 
Diane Motyleski 
Hello my name is Diane Motyleski. I’ve been living on Long Island for my entire life. I am 
very proud of the fact that I’ve been working for 31 years for the same company. I 



worked at Pathmark, where I started off as a part time meat wrapper. The job gave me 
the opportunity to grow. After a short time I became a full time Deli Clerk. I then became 
an Assistant Deli Manager and eventually worked my way up to Deli Manager. My hours 
were steady, my health care was affordable and my bills were always paid. I worked 
very hard and always enjoyed work. It provided me with a good life. My story was not 
unique, many of my friends worked at different supermarkets throughout Long Island, 
where they too had good jobs that provided them with a good living.  
 
In 2015, A&P, the company that owned Pathmark and several other supermarkets 
chains, filed for bankruptcy. Many of the stores that were owned by A&P were taken 
over by responsible employers. Some of the stores however, were taken over by Best 
Market. Some of us got jobs with responsible employers and some of us wound up with 
no choice but to go to Best Market. My coworkers that became employees of the more 
responsible employers kept their regular pay and benefits. They continued to have good 
stable jobs. I ended up working for Best Market. I brought all of my experience and my 
hard work ethic with me to do nearly an identical job that I was doing at Pathmark. My 
hourly pay was cut by more than half, my health care became completely unaffordable. I 
was working just as hard as always for a company that was growing. I found myself in a 
situation where I had to pick and choose which bills would be paid each month. I nearly 
lost my house during this time, I took in a roommate to help pay my bills. I was still more 
and more in debt everyday, my bank accounts were empty and my credit card bills were 
increasing. I felt that I was getting deeper into a bad situation every single day.  
 
After a year of Best Market I was fortunate enough to get a new job at a union grocery 
store where I would be taking on my old Pathmark wages and benefits. I became very 
passionate about spreading the word of how irresponsible employers like Best Market 
were upending lives on Long Island. I eventually ended up talking to my union rep about 
this. I am currently out on leave from my store and I now spend my time talking to Best 
Market workers and the community about Best Market. I have found that the lives of 
most of us Best Market workers were very difficult. I have encountered many former 
A&P employees who have had their wages cut down substantially. I know somebody 
whose elderly mother had to take on a job to help pay the bills. I met with workers who 
can’t afford housing at times. I know workers who have been working for ten years and 
making nearly the same pay rate as a new hire. I have seen Best Market unfortunately 
is creating poverty jobs out of what should be and have been career jobs. More and 
more employees of Best Market are understanding that it’s not ok for this company to 
bring down the lives of their employees and bring down the standard for Long Island 
grocery workers. They are standing up together and letting Best Market know that they 
are not willing to take this anymore. Community supporters are also helping. I strongly 
believe that when workers know that they have the right to come together and improve 



Best Market, and the Long Island community supports them in this struggle, we can 
make a real difference on avoiding the growth of poverty jobs here on Long Island. 
Thank you very much. 
 
Anita Halasz 
I do just want to preface that the commissioners were asked to cut our comments a little 
bit shorter, so I just want everyone to know that we are all bubbling inside to want to 
talk, but because we want all of you to get home on time, that’s why we have been more 
silent the second half. But I do just want to say that, Diane, you embody a very I think 
important experience which is that you understand both worlds and that you see the 
impact that a union job has on working families and you see the importance and the 
significance of that, and I just want to thank you for sharing that story because I think it’s 
a really important one for people on Long Island because good supermarket jobs, good 
union supermarket jobs are the foundation of Long Island. And to have these stores like 
Best Market come in and capitalize off of what Walmart has built on a national level is 
really what we are seeing on a local level. Best Market is just a local Walmart here on 
Long Island, and it’s really important for all of us to recognize that, really putting a name 
to this, it’s corporate greed here on Long Island and that yes for the 1% life has gotten a 
lot easier, but for the 99% life has gotten a lot harder. And you’re part of that 99% who 
understands what’s going on, and the fact that you’re able to get out there and talk to 
Best Market workers and use that experience is a really powerful one. So one 
suggestion I would make today to the entire audience is stop shopping at Best Market 
and go to a union shop.  
 
Eugenia Woods 
Hello my name is Eugenia Woods and thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak 
this evening. I am going to talk about the lack of quality housing that increases the 
poverty level in a low income community. I am 42 years old. When I was 20 years old, I 
decided to try to find my own housing, moving from my mom’s. I was pregnant with my 
second child; I wound up in a shelter. I was there for almost a year. Found it wasn’t the 
best place and I just wanted to find a place, and it started the cycle of every housing 
that I found was definitely substandard, from mold to fleas to cracks in walls. It 
increased as my children got older. I have my oldest daughter who is 26, and she 
attended three high schools. I think one of the districts thought I was running from the 
law because I moved four years straight, back to back. So by the time I got to the fourth 
district, they could not locate my children’s papers because they were in transit.  
 
I currently right now live in a house that has mold, a severe amount of mold, two floors 
of it. I am on Section 8. I do receive benefits because my son is disabled. My children 
have allergies to mold. I called different agencies, they were no help. I was told when I 



called the board of health, they said they don’t have any remedies for mold, only 
cesspool and rodents. Prior to living in this house, I did have a cesspool issue for like 8 
or 9 months. There is no agency that helps in these situations. No one wants to be 
homeless, so you deal with it. You find another substandard house, you deal with it. You 
don’t want to be homeless. I’ve lived in shelters they’re not the best, the agencies used 
to pay up to $6,000 for you to live in a shelter for your family but they will not pay $2,500 
for rent for a three bedroom. The lack of that is what is increasing in the community for 
you to live in poverty. You say education is a way. Yeah, I told my children education is 
a way. I have a daughter and my oldest child actually served in the military. My middle 
daughter, she is in college and she works, and I was told by DSS for her to quit her job 
because she made too much so they took out her food stamps. I was only getting 
maybe 200 for me, her and her disabled brother, but they took that because my 
daughter made $30 a month more than what is in the criteria.  
 
So what do you tell a twenty year old that wants to make better for herself? Drop out of 
school? Quit your job? She was paying for college with the money from her job. This is 
the cycle that keeps going and going. I mean, I don’t want to say as if I have someone 
tell me you’re African American you just take things out of pity. This is not about pity. I 
raised my children to understand the reality of what life is. My youngest child is biracial. 
He is half Latino. He will live with me for the rest of his life because he has some 
physical ailments and he is high functioning autistic. But even then it took me three 
years to get him disability. I had to home-school him for five years, because I could not 
find adequate education.  
 
Now these are really things that are in people’s lives that they are struggling with and on 
top of that trying to find some housing. And on top of all of that you’re told to contact this 
agency and this agency will help you.  There is no one. It was like I was in a world of my 
own. I mean just alone on an island with me and my children, because every agency 
that was supposed to help they continued to drag me down that road to nothingness. So 
for you to tell a community of people there’s better, there’s things out there, there’s 
better things to do, where is the belief to believe that can happen?  
 
I grew up with my mother who was an active community member in this community. 
And she still had substandard housing to live with. We moved around a lot and my 
mother was very proud, she stood proud for this community. And people didn’t really 
help my mother, but she told us about being strong in education, obey the law, fight for 
people, love others. I taught that to my kids, but this cycle that we say we want to break, 
we are continuing it with every law, with every person that kisses up to a politician, 
every politician that says something but doesn’t mean it, for everybody who says one 
thing and promise, but then they lie and do the opposite to get their numbers and to get 



involved. We are a part of this cycle that keeps going and we don’t want to see people 
break out of this cycle and do better. We want to keep them here and we want to keep 
others here, and we feel that it’s ok and since we are not affected by this it’s alright.  
 
No it’s not alright, to not be able to go to the doctor. My daughter that’s in college, they 
took her Medicaid away because she turned 21, so now she has no health care, she’s 
paying for her own college and she’s working. She has lost in ten years ten family 
members to different illnesses that she is now presenting signs of. Sarcoidosis, 
diabetes, they are genetic, they are starting to express themselves. She has no 
healthcare. What am I going to do if she is at work and passes out? I mean she’s 20, 
you think that they’re going to say I’ll hold your job for you while you get yourself 
straight? They’ll move on to the next person.  
 
But this is the reality of people who are living this day to day. So they can say yeah this 
sounds all good we’re going to do, you’re not living in it we’re living in it, and it’s like the 
nightmare that never ends.  
 
But you keep trying to instill hope into your kids that it will get better. You try to instill in 
your kids that there are people who are going to fight for you and they care about what’s 
happening. You try to tell your kids, my son who will live with me probably for the rest of 
his life you know, and I had to teach him for six years. Yeah, I had to go back to school 
myself basically, because I forgot half of that stuff. I was out of school for 20-plus years. 
The math alone, I’m telling you. But I stayed up all night to put his lessons together 
because I was his mom and I was supposed to do. That was my job. But do I say to him 
when I’m going to die? I’m going to go one day, we all are, who is going to take care of 
him? Who is this going to fall to? I’m not saying that people should take up things that 
aren’t theirs, but when you know something is wrong and you sit by in silence and you 
just cow over it and say that it doesn’t affect me, that’s when you’re a coward. And a lot 
of our politicians are cowards. They are not standing up for us. They’re hiding, they 
don’t keep their numbers, and they don’t want to fight. And that’s why all of this keeps 
on going on and on. So I just hope that people wake up and say that legislator title, 
senator title, councilmen title, live up to that and do the right thing by your constituents 
and do the right thing by your people. Don’t lie, do the right thing. That’s all I have to say 
thank you very much.  
 
Deborah Kirnon 
Hi my name is Deborah Kirnon, I am the former director of St. Anne’s Parish Outreach 
in Brentwood, New York. And amongst that, I created my own organization called Feed 
the Needs Southshore, where every Thanksgiving we feed thousands and help with 
homelessness, wash up kits, food, and on Christmas we do the same thing in Central 



Islip. This year on Thanksgiving we actually fed 3,700 people. Christmas we did 2,200 
in Central Islip alone.  
 
I’m sitting here because I’m in need. I’ve been diagnosed with cancer, and I’ve been 
fighting for the past two and a half years. It could have been cancer that could’ve been 
very easily cured, but because I had a job and I could not afford insurance and I wasn’t 
willing to quit my job, my cancer progressed and moved on everywhere from my 
shoulders down. I’ve lost 42 lymph nodes to this day, and I’m going back in for more 
treatment and some biopsies that have come back malignant.  
 
My son quit school. The biggest thing that I wanted him to do because I’ve been on my 
own since 14, was for my son, for my kids to break the cycle. I’m sorry. My son dropped 
out of college to come back home to take care of me. We’re about to lose our housing. 
I’ve gone through all of my savings. I’ve gone to the Department of Social Services; I’m 
getting 16 dollars a month for food stamps. How am I to feed my son and myself? My 
disability is frozen right now, my retro, because the money that I was going to get which 
isn’t much, was frozen because I was told that the little less than a month that I was in 
the shelter in Brentwood, for my son and I, they’re charging 3,000 and change for my 
son and 3,000 and change for me. So $7,000. How am I supposed to pay $7000 back 
when they only give me 300 or 400 a month to pay for housing? I don’t have enough 
disability to live here. I’ve lost everything. I am worth more dead than alive. How can I 
tell my kids to keep fighting? Thank you. 
 
Jean Kelly 
I hope you don’t mind but I’m asking two of my colleagues to join me. My name is Jean I 
am the director of the Interfaith Nutrition Network. We operate soup kitchens, 
emergency shelters and a long-term housing program for people in need here on Long 
Island. Right now what you have just witnessed and heard from Deborah, we have 
heard for 35 years at different stages, and every single time we hear it, it doesn’t get 
any easier. There are no solutions. We try our best to bring people who are not in need 
in to see people who are in need so we become a conduit for the bridge between those 
who have and those who don’t have. But what you are hearing tonight is really a 
travesty of the outrageous courage that individuals living in poverty here on Long Island 
have to endure. And she has been there feeding people and providing shelter and 
providing toothbrushes and blankets and emotional support and unconditional love, but 
all the love in the world isn’t necessarily going to heal Deborah. But we can all certainly 
pray that a miracle happens, but all of your shoulders are bearing this burden, and it’s 
the trauma that you’re feeling, that we are all feeling to be on one side of the counter 
and on the other you’re either living it or you’re witnessing it.  
 



And what we need to do as a society is stop being so phobic about everybody is afraid 
of everyone else, and everyone is afraid of the color of their skin, what their gender is 
everything. It’s all about fear and also into the drama and we need to start recognizing 
the fact that watching drama is not helpful. Someone's living it's painful, it's emotional 
and the only way to stop it is for people who think they have their head under a bushel 
basket, that they need to be forced and be lovingly asked to say if you're not going to be 
forced that way, you need to know it can happen to anyone. We said thirty five years 
ago when The INN started, anyone on one side of the counter could be on the other 
side of the counter. It is still happening today, and all we need to do is recognize we 
have the power. You have the power in your own voice, in your own phone calls and 
whatever you need to do to advocate to make a change. I just would be more than 
happy to be of any help to you in terms of we run emergency shelters, they are not 
shelters where you would be afraid to go in, but whatever we can do to change your 
perspective and your understanding of things we are here to do that. And I would now 
like to ask our chief development officer Dorian Stern to give you her perspective and 
Ty Hopkins, who is our program manager from our men’s shelter to speak. So thank 
you.  
 
Dorian Stern 
Good evening, I'm Dorian Stern, Chief Development Officer I am honored to represent 
The INN. In my own responsibility I meet with investors, and I believe the social change 
happens when people are able to put their money where their heart is. And I am a 
strong proponent, that I am tired of listening to rhetoric that goes nowhere. Social 
enterprise, social investments give the donors, the investors the opportunity where they 
can truly invest in progress and give those opportunities of progress into the hands of 
those who need change, because nothing changes if nothing changes, and poverty has 
been an issue since the 30’s and before that. And yes, the textbook definition of 
systematic poverty, root causes connected to economic, political, racial, and religious 
discrimination. If you want to break the cycle, give people the power of the individual, 
give the power back to those that are suffering and empower them, and we are seeing 
unbelievable opportunities where this works. Look at some of these minor, modest little 
examples of brownside properties where tiny homes are being built by the very folks 
who need the properties to live in, and investors will do that. So power to the people. 
Social justice comes from a society that cares to allow people to have that power. 
 
Tyler Hopkins 
Good evening everyone. My name is Tyler Hopkins and, as Ms. Kelly stated, I am the 
program manager of one of our homeless shelters for men. I want to start off my quick 
little conversation with, I am not only a victim of New York City public school 
discrimination and I am also in recovery of poverty and homeless - and I say recovery 



and not a survivor because recovery, the effects of long term trauma are a lifelong 
experience. I listen to some of the stories of the women here with children and with what 
they’re going through, and I'm sitting in the chair and I'm being triggered from some of 
my prior experiences. And working with the men - so the effects of that trauma carry 
from a child being removed from my home, watching a social worker and a sheriff of 
that community put a lock on the door of my home. So now being a social worker of my 
own and being able to be put in the situation to be able to help some of the victims of 
my own similar situation of my own,  I think that's God, it’s God-given. So full circle for 
me.  
 
As a man now working with men who are facing the traumatic experience of the system 
that they're part of that was spoken about several times today, it's a revolving cycle. If 
we think of it in terms of the iceberg theory, we very often focus on the top ten percent, 
which is the symptoms of a much larger problem that's below the surface that people 
lose focus on, or don't want to approach. But however it came up several times tonight, 
the systems, the politicians, the Senate, discrimination, racial discrimination, 
educational discrimination all these components. These are the things that we really 
have to get to, that we have to continue to do. However, I've been in multiple situations 
like the one tonight, where we've had a number of people with power and authority and 
very well-educated people and angry people sitting on this side. And this has been 
going on since the dawn of time. What do we actually do? What are the boots on the 
ground, that we actually can do to really make a difference? That we can actually 
implement today? Not tomorrow, today, because people are suffering today. These 
stories are very real for me, and these stories are in the faces of the men that I work 
with every day in these shelters, that cannot get out of this system. It's not designed for 
them to make it out, it’s designed for them to be codependent. It’s not designed for them 
to get out. We have to do something today, and if that wasn't for the grace of God and 
good people around myself that helped me get out of it, a lot of these people don’t have 
that mentorship, they don’t have those relationships. And the effects of that trauma are 
life long. And it’s only going to spread from their children to their children and to their 
children. We have to do better. Thank you.  
 
Rebecca Sanin 
So I just have to respond to that. First of all, thank you to each of you what you said, to 
put your money where your heart is, is something I’m going to use going forward. It’s 
very powerful. The one thing that I have to respond to is what you just said. Because I 
sit here and I have found that this room is filled with the most powerful people. And I 
want to be really clear that when you said that the people behind this, sitting here, are 
the people with power, and we are here to listen and to help assemble action steps from 
the stories that are being told, but nobody gives anybody power. The power in this room 



is inspiring, it’s painful, it’s raw, but it’s tremendous. And it is rooms like this, when 
people come together, and we recognize that working together change gets done. 
That’s where change happens. And so thank you for your courage and thank you for 
your stories.  
  
Paule Pachter 
I want to ask you a question, because you mentioned your shelter, and I heard 
something about shelters mentioned at least seven times tonight. Just for clarification, 
you don’t charge three thousand dollars a night to stay in your shelters, or month? 
 
Jean Kelly 
No we don’t charge any money. The Department of Social Services sends people when 
they are getting income then some of that income will be taken to pay DSS, not 
necessarily to pay us. But we are not spending, we are not being given $3,000 a 
person, far less than that.  
 
Paule Pachter 
I just have to let you know that I agree with what was just said about the fact that it’s 
common, the powers that we all have together. Look at the room, the room isn’t filled. 
The room is filled with people who care, but the room isn’t filled. Long Island is not the 
most ideal environment for poverty. Long Island doesn’t like to talk about poverty, 
doesn’t like to talk about homelessness, they keep people of various races in selective 
communities, and this is the way the island was founded - 126 school districts because 
no one wants outside residents in their schools. And we’ll throw Wyandanch a bone by 
building this high-rise housing that looks nice, but that’s all it is. It’s housing that looks 
nice with no services tied to it. All I can say is we should all be thankful that The INN 
has been with us for 37 years, and that other organizations who do such wonderful work 
have been with us. But really until we change the political climate on Long Island...  
[applause]  
 
Dick Koubek 
Since 2012, the economy has been rebounding. Yesterday and today the stock market 
went up almost 300 points. Our unemployment rate is down around four percent on 
Long Island. What are you seeing? Are you seeing a leveling off of clients? 
 
Jean Kelly 
Well four blocks from here is the oldest soup kitchen on Long Island, the Mercy Inn, that 
was actually open before The INN opened. And they have recently in the last four years 
seen the numbers double, so this is with gentrification happening here in Wyandanch 
that the numbers are up. There are over two hundred people a day. So in certain areas 



the numbers are going up and in other areas they are fluctuating wildly. But on a 
hopeful note we have a center for a transformative change next door to our main soup 
kitchen in Hempstead - the Mary Brennan Inn. And in the past year and a half we have 
helped 1,300 people holistically; we deal with all of their issues and forty of them now 
have full time jobs and are no longer eating there, so there is employment out there, 
there are highly motivated people. It’s really a question of making sure that they have a 
place to sleep, they have a toothbrush, they have the right clothes they have everything 
they need. If everybody is doing everything they can in piece meal pieces it doesn’t help 
anybody who really needs the whole thing done and that’s what we are doing.  
 
Tyler Hopkins 
While working with the men in the shelter - it’s really a small sample size - but a great 
deal of them look for employment and they are able to work, a lot of the jobs that are 
available to them because they are not qualified for a lot of things, are really not jobs 
that they can really afford to get out of the shelter system. And the minute that they start 
making a dollar more than the required amount, they start to get charged for being in 
the shelter and then they are forced to leave and then the only thing that they can really 
get are rooms in environments that are not suitable for most people. So these are some 
of the challenges that we are facing with the men in the shelter system. At the end, and 
thank God I found my way to the end, we do look at the guests holistically, we look at 
the whole picture of the guests that come through our door. And we try to meet all of 
those needs so that when they leave our services, they know that they have been 
treated with the utmost respect and love and then they can go out into the real world 
and feel good about themselves, and they are able to face the world with the best foot 
forward. So I just wanted to share that story.  
 
Luis Valenzuela 
I just quickly want to say something about the employment rate and the unemployment 
rate. I think the analogy of the iceberg was perfect and very instructive and informative. 
The decrease in the unemployment rate is something to celebrate, what we can’t accept 
are the wages that are being paid. Many of those who have found jobs are going to the 
food pantries, applying for services, getting medicaid, getting all types of help so let’s 
not lose sight of that. There are people here who spoke today who are working and 
going through these experiences so let’s not celebrate these statistics.  
 
Lisa McQueen Starling: 
Good evening my name is Lisa McQueen Starling and I am the president of the 
Wyandanch community engagements team for the receivership school Milton L. Olive. 
And some of you may know these numbers, but I just wanted to highlight on Long Island 
more than fifty seven hundred students currently enrolled in six failing schools here on 



Long Island. Wyandanch being one of them. The State currently has one hundred 
seventy eight failing schools. There are more than one hundred nine thousand students 
currently enrolled in New York's one hundred seventy eight failing schools. Seventy 
seven of these schools have been failing for more than ten years with more than 
250,000 students passing through these schools while New York State government has 
done nothing. Statewide, more than nine out of ten students of failing schools are red, 
black and brown and poor.  
 
Milton L. Olive school is a school that I represent as the president of the community 
engagement team and it is one of the receivership schools and I went to that school 
thirty years ago. It is my middle school. I love the school I love this community and I love 
the parents in this community. And when I went to the school, thirty years ago, it is my 
middle school, I love the school, I love this community, and I love the parents in this 
community. When I went  to this school, it was this district, it was fairly, doing well. Now 
across the board the schools are failing and as Blanca said earlier from AQE, it is 
directly tied to not properly funding the schools. We have Alverty B. Gray Schultz Middle 
School in Hempstead, Hempstead high school, Ralph Reed school in Central Islip. 
Which are four of the schools that are under state receivership, and if they have not 
made what the state considers monster improvement in their second year, the state's 
going to take these schools over.  
 
Just want to share the average graduation rate and test scores at failing schools, is forty 
six percent graduation rate compared to statewide average of 76.4 percent. 6.2 percent 
of the students in grade three through eight are proficient at math compared to a 
statewide average of 35.8 percent. 5.9 percent of the students in grades three through 
eight are proficient in ELA compared to a statewide average of 31.4 percent. We have a 
crisis in New York State. But it's not just in New York State, it is nationwide. Red, black 
and brown school districts are failing. It is also creating to more poverty because 
children that are not educated cannot get decent jobs.  
 
I want to leave this because, like I said when I introduced myself, I tell people that I am 
one of the children of the greatest dreams ever. My parents came up under the civil 
rights movement and all they've ever said was get an education, get an education, 
regardless of what district I lived in. I lived in this district up until I was twelve years old 
and I got an education. Why the children today cannot get an education when my 
parents have always said that they got a better education in a one room schoolhouse in 
Charleston, South Carolina and you can’t get an education today in a public school 
system. 
 



I want to leave this because I think he's the greatest, he is the greatest man that 
influenced my wife and my parents lives. He said the ultimate measure of a man is not 
where he stands in the moment of comfort and convenience, but where he stands at the 
times of challenge and controversy. The true neighbor will risk his position, his prestige 
and his life for the welfare of others. I have to say here that I gave testimony March 31 
of 2016  in the same room, father ,when I was here on the part of the tour. I was fired 
from my job four months later for giving that testimony because some of the board 
members were investors in this project. So I am not going to stop. I'm going to keep 
going because this district is important to me it is important for my husband, because I 
married a man that graduated from this school. We met in the third grade in that school, 
played at that school and I have to say and this parish was always always here because 
I grew up on 26th Street and whenever we came here to play in this parking lot, the 
doors of this parish were always open to this community. So thank you. 
 
Theresa Sanders 
I am Theresa Sanders, President and CEO of the Urban League of Long Island. My 
comments will focus on how poverty is compounded by racism. Some of the recent 
work that we’ve been able to engage in with the Urban League is that for many years 
we’ve had forums, we speak to each other, we got to meetings and everybody talks 
about all of our different issues. Whether it’s issues of housing, issues of education, 
issues surrounding health. And all of these issues, when we’re talking about the equity 
issue, you know people feel sympathetic, and then they go back to their lives, and 
whether they’re impacted or not by the issue, life goes on. And a couple of months later, 
we come before another group, we talk about it, and sometimes there’s small 
movements, but there’s not enough of a significant movement on a place and in a place 
called Long Island. For it to be America’s first suburb, and with all the wealth that 
weaves it’s way through every roadway and around certain communities, we must be 
diligent that the time is now. And so we’ve spent some time, because often in these 
discussions it has to go beyond emotions for a lot of people. You have to hit them for 
them to understand, how it impacts them. So when you talk about inequity, what does 
that inequity do. So we spent some time with about, thirty other community leaders 
throughout Long Island, we’ve been working for about two years, we were able to get 
some financial support from some foundations, and we were able to quantify the impact 
of racism on Long Island. And that number is that Long Island is losing twenty four 
billion dollars of year because of racial inequity.  
 
Now people told me, a lot of collegiate professors was like oh that must be wrong you've 
got to have your data wrong. We have a really great real data group called Policy Link 
who's able to document quantify and back up. We've got great partners on our team 
that worked with us many of them are here in the room as community leaders in their 



own right so our stuff is tight. That twenty four billion dollars means when you translate it 
into a very small store that blossoms to twenty four billion for every young black child 
that's undereducated that child is a child that can not even go to college, that child then 
will not be able to get a good job, that child would not buy a home, that person then 
turns into an adult that may have to apply for assistance to survive that person when 
they get sick won't be able to pay for the health care that person would not be able to 
support a family member if there's a challenge or problem, a car accident, some kind of 
disability the problem compounds and perpetuates to the point with that person will not 
be able to be a financially stable adult, to live and survive in the region that costs money 
- we don't have a cheap region to live in. And unfortunately if you were here we were in 
a homeowner's community it is not a renters community you're lucky if you can find 
some place to rent and then if you're black boy you'd be lucky if you could find someone 
that will let you in the door. And so these problems are compounded by race and we've 
put in number to it.  We've been able to quantify it. We share this data with you to 
support your stories when you're talking to people and saying you need to affect change 
well this is why, and this is how it impacts you. Can you imagine how much better our 
county budgets would look like if there was an extra twenty four billion? So you know 
when you start talking green people start paying attention and you know it's interesting 
we had a lunch and we have these meetings and this is a pretty diverse group in this 
room and it's very nice and I do agree with the fact that this parish has been open to the 
community for ever and I'm glad that they opened up for this tonight but if you need to 
tell the story and you need additional support we're here, we're starting phase two of 
this project which means so this is the action - so now what do we want people to do 
we've broken down, so we broke it down so what is it? It's political equity, so if we talk 
about ‘these politicians have to change’ the politicians are elected by us. We need to 
now train up more young people to become active in the political arena. We need to get 
more people in this room to run for office and we can't just try to make a corrupt person 
be good let's get real you know just not it's not going to happen. We need to stop 
thinking it's going to change when it's enough good people to run for office. We need to 
get access to the good paying jobs all this construction and if I drive down the street as 
one black person working in Wyandanch, that's a problem that's a problem and so you 
know we've got these companies that are open - the economy is good we talk about 
4%, the unemployment rate at four percent that's great but this is the thing with data, 
and this is what I've learned this last two years really crunching numbers in working with 
it and understanding how to talk about it.  Numbers lie and liars count numbers. So 
when you talk about a four percent unemployment rate and that's great this sounds 
good but come the Wyandanch is forty percent unemployment rate for black people so 
you can you can make these numbers say what you want it sounds great four percent, 
when you look at the whole population but when you go into these communities that are 
really affected those numbers are much much higher so I thank you for giving me time 



and again we're here, we need to come together and good people it's been historical 
that movements start when people come together and I think you all will, thank you.  
 
Diana Weaving 
I’ll make it short, I’m Diana Weaving I work with the Brentwood Union Free School 
District I've been there since 2002 as the teaching assistant and currently work with --- 
students those are students with interrupted formal education these are Central 
American refugee students who have been with us pretty much since 2014 a lot of them 
are undocumented, unescorted minors. So I'm here advocating for them because in my 
small classrooms I've learned that some of these kids have actually walked from their 
countries to us in the United States and I won't even go into graphic detail about what 
they've had to endure on those trips especially the young ladies. I will say that our kids 
all come from the northern triangle they come from Honduras they come from El 
Salvador and they come from Guatemala. These countries are basically failed states 
they're being run by narco trafficking gangs and many of the kids who come most of 
them boys, are coming because they are trying to escape gangs that are recruiting them 
in their home countries. So last year we had a room of twenty four kids twenty of whom 
were boys twelve of whom could not read or write at all. It was a very tough year but I 
have to say I'm very happy that they were in a safe and secure environment and that 
they were smiling and that they made friends and that they were a pain in my butt but 
I'm very very happy that I had a chance to meet them all. The Brentwood School District 
learned a lot from our classroom because they found that we cannot have a so many 
illiterate kids in the same room as kids who have had an education. So this year we 
have a different gig. This year we actually have children who have not got such big gaps 
in their education so the kids that are with us now as of one week all can read, all can 
write, and are making wonderful progress and is going to be a very easy year for my 
teacher who is retiring. The other kids are now going to be in a different, one of the 
middle schools and they will have proper instruction with literacy and numeracy so I’m 
hoping that that will be a good outcome for them. My real fear though is that with all of 
these steps, the Trump administration rhetoric around how all of the immigrants on the 
island are in fact gang members and need to be rounded up into for profit detention 
centers to the tune of two hundred dollars a night for their bodies. I'm thinking that it is 
going to become more and more difficult to keep these kids safe because sometimes 
they have to stay home to take care of other members of the family or to accompany 
parents to courts or are sick and can't afford to go to the doctor or can't come to school 
because they don't have their immunization records up to date that's a big one. I've 
learned first hand by being the teaching assistant that interfaces with these kids in the 
infirmary that they will get kicked out of the building if they don't have their shots up to 
date and what's the obstacle? So one of the obstacles is parents have to work and can't 
take time off to take the kids to the clinic. Another obstacle parents cannot afford the 



cab fare to go to the clinic, another obstacle. The free clinic offers shots but only two 
times a month starting at nine thirty and there's only thirty five doses available so that if 
you're not one of those lucky thirty five who has to be there at six in the morning when it 
opens at nine thirty in order to get your shots you’re plain out of luck you get kicked out 
of the school. I won’t even tell you what I had to go through personally to make sure that 
one of my ladies stayed in school last year because of the immunization. Suffice it to 
say that we made it happen she's there and so I'm very happy that.  
 
Anyway I'm here because I’m advocating for these kids and my teacher told me if 
there's one thing I say tonight is this; the kids can't stay home because the ICE raids 
now are coming into our communities, very very stepped up I'd even heard rumors that 
by mid month they're looking to round up seven thousand bodies in order to have a 
budget allocation to build even more for profit detention centers. So this is now the 
incentivised business model to use these bodies of people who don't have proper status 
because they're missing documents, but we're going to make money off of them. So 
that's kind of what's going on but I have to leave us with a happy note and that is that 
the kids are fun to watch in school because they kind of shed all this background of this 
trauma but when they're meeting among one another and having fun and having a good 
day just like regular, good kids so I have to leave it at that the otherwise I’m going to cry. 
So thank you for letting me speak and I appreciate your time. 
 
Anita Halasz 
It’s not so much a question but rather a huge thank you for providing that voice because 
I was actually waiting for that. 
 
Diana Weaving 
Well I was here for the full first half and I was fearful that I was reaping something that 
somebody else had said but that’s kind of why… 
 
Anita Halasz 
I do just kind of want to provide some intel to the room because yes indeed there was 
this huge operation coming out of the Department of Homeland Security called 
Operation Mega of upwards of 10,000 projected arrests and the Department of 
Homeland Security is just so kind that they decided to hold off on this Operation Mega 
due to the current global warming crisis that our country is facing. But the thing is is that 
for those of us who experience this on a day to day basis - it doesn’t mean, and excuse 
my language I mean feel free to put it on record, but it doesn’t mean jack shit to 
communities that see this everyday because holding off on a operation of that size 
doesn’t mean anything when communities are being terrorized 24 hours a day. And 
quite frankly we can't trust a single word that comes out from the Department of 



Homeland Security anymore, we can’t trust a single word that comes out of that 
administration anymore and we need to be prepared for these moments of crisis every 
single day. There is no break there is no we’ll deal with it next week, we’ll deal with it, no 
we have to deal with it now. We need to deal with it yesterday, and it’s ongoing, so you 
are in this everyday because of your students and you hear the stories of the students. 
And you know who they are so to provide that testimony I think is very incredible so 
thank you for that.   
 
Diana Weaving 
We have to end this on a positive note, there’s a lot of interfaith activity going on in my 
town which is the town of Huntington, around forming rapid response networks, the ICE 
hotline, and potentially offering sanctuary at my Unitarian Universalist Fellowship. So 
we’ve had a full slate of activities … on all of these different elements of offering 
protection and immigrant rights advocacy. So we hope that people will potentially come 
out for that. Thank you.  
 
 
 
 


